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A SURVEY OF THEORIUS PROPOSED FOR Tiz BASIS OF TE 

TRANSFER OF TRAINING AND TIEIR APPLICATION 

In LUGIERAN RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 

CHAPTER I 

In TRODUCTION 

This paper presents a survey of sev 1 of the in- 

portant theories which have been offered as solutions to 

the problem of the transfer of training. 

the fact that theories have been proposed for the 

explanation of the transfer of training indicates that 

it has constituted a problem in the past. It has been 

8 problem which has received a great amount of attention. 

Peter Sandiford measured interest in the matter in 1941 

when he counted more than S00 studies of transfer in his 

bibliographical file. But educational and psychological 

literature will undoubtedly continue to reflect that in- 

terest, for the transfer of training is still a problem; 

it remains unsolved. However, the need for a solution to 

the matter only enhances the importance which the trans- 
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fer of training already ovms as a vital issue in edu-=- 

cation. 

Definition of transfer of training. Substitution 

of the term learning for training would probsubly help to 

describe the problem of transfer more accurately. Since 

much of the literature still uses the original term 

training, we shall use it as well as the other more ac- 

curate designation. The two will then be considered sy- 

nonymous unless otherwise noted, with the meaning derived 

from learning and referring to the acquisition of a skill, 

on item of knowledge, or an emotional response. 

Transfer of training occurs when, for example, an 

item of lmowledge is learned in one situation and used 

later in another situation. The problem lies 4n the expla- 

nation of the entire process from the learning to the 

actual act of transfer. 

The transfer of training does seem to be 2 process, 

rather than just an act which takes place at one tine 4 

and is then laid aside for recall. The obvious act of / 

trensfer, as it is noticed in the case of the student 

whio defines a strange word of Latin derivation outside 

the classroon, had its beginning before the strange word 

was encountered. All the incidents and conditions which 

contributed to the learning of the Latin word and to the 

recognition of the derivative are involved in this one 

appearance of transfer. Since a progressive conbination 

of various experiences and conditions seems to be re-



‘ quired in any evidence of transfer, we describe the 

transfer of training as a process. The definition given 

by Davis keeps this point in mind. He defines transfer as 

a@ process of acquiring ideas, information, or skills 
in some situation and applying this knowledge to other 
situations, whether similar or different. Specifically, 
it is the utilization of previously gained knowledge in 
a practical situations generally, it is the utilization 
and appiigation of education in the solution of life 
problems. 

We must be certain that we do not limit transfer to 

intellectual learning. Skills, habits, Imowledge, uder- 

standings, judsments, and cther corresponding results of 

education must not be the only objectives of teachers. The 

results of affective learning, such as emotions, senti- 

ments, interests, desires, and some aspects of atti- 

tudes, can also be transferred. It may be well to point 

out in addition that learming may tsxe place without 

ene's positive awareness of it. In cther words, learning 

ney be "consciously" or "wmeconsciously" accepted. 

Transfer of training may then be defined as the pro- 

cess by means of which an individual carries over sonme- 

thing he has consciously or unconsciously learned in 

one or a number of situations to its use in ancther situ- 

ation. 

Transfer in current affairs. It seems wnlikely that 

anyone would deny that transfer of training or learning 

  

1. Robert Davis, Psychology of Learning, pe255.
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is possible. It is a fact of every-day experience that a 

person often uses in new situations the knowledge or 

skill he has learned in another situation. An individu- 

al is expected to be able to apply what he Imows. Yet, 

that is all that transfer involves: some knowledge, 

skill, attitude, or emotion, and the application of the : 

same knowledge, skill, attitude, or emotion. 

Schools exist, one must admit, in order that students 

may receive the training and learning they need for use 

in life. Certainly then, if one could not apply what he 

has learned, there would be no need of schocls cr churches 

or cther educational agencies. If one continues to pon- 

der the matter of transfer, he showld conclude finally | 

that there could hardly be any progress in learning or 

even in civilization as a whole if there were no possi- 

bility of transfer. 

The problem of the transfer of training is especial- 

ly vital to those who are engaged in teaching. All people 

who teach (in the general sense of the term), from mothers 

to personnel workers in industries, will have sone interest 

in the manner by which they intend to make thoir instruc- 

tion and cowmsel effective. But classroom teachers should 

be concerned most directly with the problem and the the- 

ories for its solution, for the supporters of organized 

education, or in other words, the people, expect their 

instruction above all others to trensfer.



  

Need for clarification of the problem. In 1941 

George Hartmann of Teachers College at Columbia Univer-~ 

sity observed that there were few problems in educational 

psychology more persistent and disturbing than the prob- 

lem of the transfer of training. ile added: 

Kost educators at present are seriously confused 

Se topil' ih celamatig a motto tensreee, 
but there is no good Seaaon why the basic Soneepts! 
and findings should not lend themselves to simple / 
treatment .“ . A 

The procession of world events after 1941 and Pearl 

Harbor shifted the center of attention in educational 

circles to problems more directly concerned with the 

state of the nation and its poople in the world society 

than that of the transfer of training. Since the war's 

end and the onset of more normal conditions, prosress 

seems to have been resumed once again in the experinenta- 

tion with and discussion of the more personal questions 

in the work of the teacher. But the general situation 

today appears to be little different from Hartnann's 

description in 1941. Many educators still appear to 

be "seriously confused" on the transfer problem. Al- 

though no definite solution can be given yet, any who 

write on this problem should attempt to develop as clear 

a picture of the process of transfer as is possible on 

the basis of experimental and other evidence. 

  

2. George Hartmann, Educational Psychology,p.510. 
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Method of treatment. The problem can be treated in 

several different ways. Many investigators first examine 

the records of the experiments in an order determined 

by the tynes of activity tested. Thus Webb, Whipple, 

Kingsley, Woodworth, and others separate the mass of 

experiments into types of materials employed, such as 

those dealing with sensori-motor learning, perceptual 

learning, menory , reasoning, ideals, and school subjects. 

“These writers also explain the chief theories of transfer 

propesed and then formulate their own soluticn to the 

problem upon the basis of the experimental evidence. 

Such is the scientific method of attacking the problem. 

The present writer of necessity had to be content with 

' presenting merely a survey of the most important the- 

ories. Experimental evidence and representative views 

which tend to evaluate these theories will be given 

wherever possible. No concerted attempt has been made 

to review the subjects of cross education ( transfer 

of training to corresponding members of the opposite 

side of the body) and negative transfer ( training which 

interferes with learning or behavior in another activi- 

ty). Both of these are problems in their om right. Posi- 

tive transfer (that carry-over cf training which aids in 

the performance of another activity) is the concern of 

this paper. 

In 1928 Pedro Orata listed all the theories of trans- 

fer proposed and found almost as many specific theories  
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as there were men who had written about the problen. 

However, he found it possible to nlace each of the sug= 

gested solutions into either ovis of two categorics. These 

categories were the commonly accepted (in print) so- 

lutions of that day, as thoy are still today apparently 

among the majority of educators - the theory of identical 

elements, and the theory of generalization. Sesides in- S 

vestigating these theories, the writer has studied the 

doctrine of formal discipline which held sway in educa- 

tion before the twentieth century. These three types of 

solutions to the transfer problem are reviewed in separate 

chapters. 

The transfer problem in religious education. Every. 

type of education, religious or secular, must deal with 

individuals, be they children, adolescents, or adults. | 

If it 41s to be effective, every type of education must 

make certain that its objectives are realized in the 

lives of its students. Every type of education must 

therefore be concerned with the problem of the transfer 

of training, for transfer concerns itself with the ef- 

@ectiveness of the teaching methods which would make 

the objectives of education "come true." A discussion 
i 
| 

of transfer must therefore be very important to religious 

education, also. 

It is true that in religious education the Holy 

Spirit plays a definite role in the transfer of training. 

PRITZLAFF MEMORIAL LIBRARY 
CONCORDIA SEMINARY 

é, ST, LOUIS, MO.
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But God has not outlined in Seripture an allesufficient 

plan of transfer which makes all teaching metheds super=- 

fluous or makes the reelization of objectives automatic 

upon the discharge of words from the mouth cf the teacher. 

Ged haa given men their reason and sensese ith such ae 

bilities to observe, to investigate, and to judge, and 

with the endless amount cf materials God has placed upon 

carth at their disposal, men can devise and revise for 

the purpose of discovering the intricate processes of 

learning which were crcatecd in man at the beginning of 

all things. With a greater knowledge of these processes 

edueators become better able to serve «s more effective 

instruments in the work of the Holy Spirit ancne men. 

She writer ins limited the scope of this portion 

of tho paper to Lutheren religious educaticn (and spe~ 

cifically to that of the Missouri Synod) in order to 

present a more comprehensive and concentrated survey of 

one chase of religious thinking on the transfer problem. 

Official educational periodicals of the Missouri Syncd 

and other relevant material in use in its circles were 

investigated. In none of the religious literature read 

by the writer was there any mention made of applying to 

relicious education any of the theories of transfer proe 

posed by secular educators. This does not mean that these 

roligious educators did not consider transfer 2 problen. 

It may reflect, however, a hesitancy upon thoi part to 

ee



use theories in vogue in secular education for religious 

education, or it may indicate a lack of knowledge of 

such theories. Vihatever the specific reason or reasons 

may have been, experience and sound reasoning still led 

most of these educators to a knowledge of. the same prin-e 

ciples which underlay the transfer theories set up by 

men in the secular ficld.



CHAPTER II 

THE THEORY OF FORMAL DISCIPLINE   Explanation of the Theory 

Formal discipline in formal education. Some tra-= 

ditionally-minded educators think of the pupil as ean in- 

dividual whose thinking needs to be trained or disciplined. 

They have identified within the mind of the child various 

mental powers, such as memory, imagination, reasoning, 

will, attention, judgment, observation, accuracy, quick- 

ness, and the like. These, they say, are real abilities x 

which, like the body muscles, need only exercise to be 

strengthened. 

Once the child has trained any one of his inherent 

powers, he can use that ability in any other situation. 

Each ability has a wniversal transfer, i.e., after the 

capacity has been trained in school the child may apply 

it to all other situations in school and throughout life 

which require the use of that same ability. For example, 

the pupil who memorizes orations and poetry of great men. 

thereby is said to have developed his memory; following 

the formal discipline theory through, that pupil will be 

better able in later life to remember his car license |
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number, his house number, social security number, names 

of people and even their faces. 

The mind and its powers are to be disciplined. Certain 

school subjects, chiefly the classics and mathematics, 

are said to be better suited for this training then others. 

Nathematics develops the reasoning abllitys; names and 

dates in history, vocabulery of a foreign language and 

its case-endings train the memory; practically any kind 

of distasteful task, the more it is disliked the better, 

will develop will-power. The subject matter, however, av 

is really only of secondary importance. The fact learned 

may soon be forgotten, but the effect of the training 

or learning is the hoped-for-result of this type of edu- 

cation. So it is not the specific content (as the history 

of any one country), but the form of the material studied 

(memory or reasoning material, for example) which helps 

to determine the value of the formal discipline theory 

in practice. 

The connection with psychology. Advocates of the 

traditional education have been ably supported by psy-= 

chologists of the pre-twentieth century period. The men- 

tal powers and cspacities of the individual were identi- 

fied by them as faculties. Each faculty was localized 

in a specific area of the brain. The mind, or brain, be= 

came like a machine with the faculties as parts; the teath- 

er in the school needed only to train the machine to work 

quickly ond efficiently. According to the disciplinarians



  

the teacher was to exercise the parts of this mental 

machinery so that they would be ready for service when- 

ever needed. The mind was also likened to a storage bat- 

tery which could be loaded with powers of observation, 

accuracy, will, memory, and the like. These powers A 

would then be stored away for future use. 

From Aristotle to William James, Aristotle was 

the first to use the term faculties in its psychologi- 

cal sense. The practical counterpart of his introspec- 

tive psychology with the faculties, the doctrine of for- 

mal discipline, may be traced as far back as Plato who x 

felt that philosophers should study mathematics, but not 

for its utilitarian value. 

Although disciplinarians may naverbaught regularly 

in schools after the time of Aristotle, the theory it- 

self was revived only after the first effects of the 

humanism in the Renaissance had sromm out of the people. 

Latin had been the language cf. the Church and of the pro- 

fessions, and as such had been of practical value to the 

students in the schools. The culture of a great civili- 

zation, and the science, literature, philosophy, and 

politics of the liiddle Ages and Renaissance were all re- 

corded in the Latin language. The classics constituted — 

the content of the education of the day which was re- 

served for the members of the upper classes. Thus it was
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also socially expediont for the favored few that they 

be acquainted with the classics and, naturally, tho lang- 

uage in which they were written. 

But when the people began taking more democratic 

privileges, when class barriers began to be less diffi-~ 

cult to overcome, and when vernacular languages began to 

be developed, a training in the classics was no longer 

absolutely demanded as a basis for social equality among 

the members of the favored groups. In order to make the 

schools more practical for the benefit of the new and 

pocrer students, cducators therefore had to revise their: 

whele philosophy and curriculum or attempt in some way 

to devise a Justification for the old form. The latter 

was the easier path and it was taken. The educators then 

appealed to formal discipline and its basis, faculty psy- 

chology ._ 

The objectives of mind discipline and character 

building were easily achieved, or rather easily wder- 

stood, by the faculty psychologists. They merely pre- 

scribed exercise of the particular faculty. Educators 

  

1. Cf. Frank Graves, A Student's History of Education, 
pp.184-85; Boyd Hode, Modern Educational Theorles,pp.e74—706 
These sources give the explanation used in this paper for 
the introduction of formal discipline;:into the schools. 
For another approach see William Burton, The Guidance of 
Learning Activities, pp.24-25. 

Some writers hold that Jolm Locke is the philosopher 
and educator responsible for the introduction of faculty 
psychology and its educational implications into the 
post-Renaissance schools. Others, however, see Locke as 
more of an exponent of the modern educational theory whith 

“is
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grabbed at the theory and its prescription. They es-= 

tablished claims for their classical subjects and lang- 

uages, arguing that 

every one should take these ell-important studies, 
regardless of his interest, ability, or purpose in 
life, since he would thus best prepare himself for 
any field of labor. All who proved wfitted for 
these particular subjects have, therefore, been 
supposed to be not qualified for the higher duties 
and responsibilities and tg be unworthy of consider- 
ation in higher education. 

Formal discipline ccntinued to dominate educaticnal 

practice after the seventeenth century. The literary 

expressions of the classical culture were regularly em- 

ployed as material for mechanical use and memorization, 

since this type of learning was considered the best 

kind of mental discipline. If teachers expected the 

students to absorb the spirit of the culture they wore 

studying, they were reassured that it transferred auto= 

matically upon contact with the words and through the 

discipline.” 

Many traditional schools have borne the formal 

spirit even into the twentieth century. The development 

of schools in the United States began with the Latin 

grammar school with its verbalistic learning. This was 

  

opposes formal discipline. Cf. Graves, op.cit., pp .e184-873 

Frederick Eby and Charles Arrowood, The Development of 
Modern Education, pp.408=24. “ 

e Graves, op Cites Pe 185. 

5. Boyd Bode, How We Learn, pp.49-50.
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followed by the more liberal, but still classical, acade- 

my. These two, together with the public high school, 

which is still college-preparatory to a certain extent, 

have helped to form the traditional thinking and prac- 

tice of many educators. Sut a new influence was felt es- 

pecially at the end of the nineteenth century when Wile 

liam James began to rouse some school-leaders with his 

psychological studies. 

Formal discipline in current life. If popularity 

were the critericn for selecting the best method of 

transfer today, the thoory of formal discipline would 

probably rate a very high comparative comparative score. 

Although this is an old doctrine, it is very much in x 

evidence. 

Despite, or because of, its age and traditional 

character, the formal discipline theory is even being 

transmitted today. In the student editorial of an Omaha 

newspaper for January 5, 1948, a high school senior 

Claimed that the study of the Greek language "develops 

concentration, precise and logical thinking, . . the power 

to think in the abstract, to understand the interrela- 

tionshins of thoughts. . . . It will... . teach you 

how to think, how to live." In other words, this high 

school lad, who was perhaps just echoing the claims of 

his teachers, would urge others to study Greek because 

  

4 Omaha Evening World Herald, January 5, 1948.
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Greek disciplines the mind. 

Education in its basic sense pervades all the ace 

tivities of Life. Although people commonly restrict 

formal education to the schools, they carry its theories, 

which they have imbibed, into other educationel activie 

ties and agencies. For examplo, a fonture writer in the 

Ste Louis Siche-Denocrat advised her readers to get 

hety minds off focd and to eat less at meal time if 

they would have slimmer waists. She continued: "Grented 

it takes practice, but the more you ado it, the easier 

it is. Will-power, like muscle, gets stronger with cxer-~ 

cise."9 Exercise or discipline - whichever term is used, 

it indicates the same type of training. 

The doctrine of formal discipline is apparently en 

influence in these days alsoe 

Opposing Arguments and Evidence 

The theory of formal discipline owes its recent fall 

in number of adherents among prominent educators to the 

scientific investigation of the problems which wore facing 

educators and psychologists at the turn of the last cen- 

tury. Arguments which urge one to reject the traditional 

trausfer theory aro based upon experimonts testing the 

spreed of training in the general functions or "fecul= 

ties" and experiments in physiology. 

  

5. Tho Globe-Democrat, St. Louis, February 26, 1946.
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the offect of memory training. The pioneer in the 

experimental investigation of disciplinarian claims was 

William James. In his Principles of Psychology, pub- X 

lished in 1890, he told of his attempt to discover wheth- 

er practice in memorizing did improve a general abili- 

ty of memory. 6 after he had noted the time he required 

to commit to memory 158 lines from Victor Hugo's Satyr, 

he trained his memory with twenty minutes of practice a 

day for the next thirty-eight days. During this time he 

mnemorized the entire first book of Milton's Paradise 

Lost. Inmediately after this period he tested his ability 

to meworize by selecting another 158 lines from the Satyr. 

ie found that it took him more time to learn the second 

selection than the firstl At James! request four other 

persons made a similar test. Three of them required 

slightly less time for memorizing after the practice, 

while the fourth showed e slight increase. The exercise 

of the memory "muscle" scemingly had not helped. 

Besides opening the flood-gate for complaints a- 

gainst formal discipline with his study James also prompted 

many other investigations of transfer in the field of 

memory. Sleight, an English psychologist, conducted one 

of the best experineats in this field. Iie hed one control 

and three practice groups undergo an experiment similar | 

  

6. William James, Principles of Pere to Ons Volume I, 

ppe666-68, cited in Howar ngsley, Nature and Con- 

ditions of Leaming, p.525. :
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in form to that of James. Before and after a practice 

period all the groups were tested in their ability to 

memorize dates, nonsense syllables, poetry, prose, and 

lstters. The practice consisted of memorizing poetry 

for one group, "tables" for another, end prose substance 

for the third. Hembers of the control group did not 

practice or attempt to train their memory between tests. 

Varied results appeared. No group showed consistent re- 

sults. Some individuals manifested a slight amount of 

positive transfer, others negative transfer, and still 

others even nono at all. In some cases the practice 

groups gained less in the final score than the controlled, 

class. Sleight concluded that the practice did not seem 

to produce any general memory improvement. The experi- 

ment, morecver, did not present any evidence, as it 

might have been expected to do, for the theory positing 

a general menory function. ? 

According to these ond other experiments there ap- 

pears to be agreement that practice on one kind of materi- 

al or memory task does not in itself once the menory 

ability of a person. The varied results seem to indicate 

that positive transfer in this function must be due to 

other conditions in the learning situation. Other ex- 

perimenters, sone of whose findings are included in later 

sections and chepters, have provided evidence that methods 

  

7, W.G.Sleight, "Memory and Formal Training," British 
Journal of Psychology, 1911, 4, pp.S86-457, In Howar | 
Kingsley, op.cit., p.os2.
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of memorizing, such as making meaningful associations 

end learning by the whole method, are partially and 

directly responsible for transfer. | 

Training problem-solving or reasoning functions. 

Experinents in this phase of learming are related in 

other portions of this raper. Also these show that rou- 

tine practice per se will not guarantee transfer. 

Result of learning ideals. By ideals is here meant 

these faculties, such as accuracy, neatness, and quick- 

ness, which the disciplinarians claim will be transferred 

to all areas cf life even if they are developed in only 

one area. 

The experiment recorded by Bagley® was the first 

celebrated test of the learming of ideals. The teacher 

emphasized neatness and accuracy in a third grade arith- 

metic class. Ho mention was made about being neat and 

accurate in other subjects. After a three weeks’ drill 

twelve of the thirteen pupils tested showed improvement in 

the subject of arithmetic. The last paper of one showed 

a adifference of .02 below his first paper in accuracy, 

but he had improved in neatness. The average gain for 

the group was 5.69% in accuracy and 4.9% in neatness. 

The language and spelling papers which had been saved 

and graded for the same period showed on the other hand 

  

8. The single tests were planned and supervised 

by Dr. Carrie Squire of the Montana State Normal Col- 

lege and the reports and results were published by 3ag- 

ley in his books. Cf. William Bagley, Educational Values, 

pel&9.
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in every case except one a decrease Sn both accuracy 

and nentness. The ideals lesrmed in only one area with 

ne montion made of their value elsewhere did not trans- 

fer to other areas. 

Value of school subjects. A large number of studies 

has been made in the attempt to to determine the trans- 

fer value of clemontary and high school subjects. Sev- 

eral of these investigations have been selected for in- 

clusion in this paper. 

Thorndike's study” involving more than &500 students 

was concemed with the problem of determining "the a- 

mpunthor disciplinary values of high school studies. For, 

cxample, what is the relative merit of algebre as com- 

pared with physics or sewing in developing the pupils’ 

ability to think?tl0 

An elaborate test of general intelligence and 

several other tests which were to measure ability to 

think were administered to the students in one form in 

May, 1922, and in an alternative form in Hay, 1925. 

Following two criteria, similarity of subject content 

ond similarity of effect, Thorndike divided the cases 

into nine different study group sections. After attemp- 

ting to equalize other varying factors, he compared the 

  

9. Edward L. Thorndike, "Mental Discipline in High 

School Studies," Journal of Educational Psychology, 1924, 
15, ppel-22, 85-95, in Pedro Urata, Ine Theory oF Iden= 
tical Elements, pp.d2-35. 

Z e rata, opeCite, PerZe
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effect of the study groups upon the intelligence and 

thinking ability measured by the tests. For example, he 

would take two groups, equated in respect to scores on 

sue first tests, and alike in their study program with 

geometry, English, and history, but different in that 

ene group was telking atin while the cther took ck rene 

ro After allowlag for all cther factors it would be poss? 

tc compare the effects of Latin and chemistry by come 

be scores of the secend group of tests. 

The differences found were practically negligible. 

No one subject reveaicd any significant effect upon the 

cost gains. Thermdike concluded that the results were 

in pronounced cpnosition te the treditional view 
that certain subject ts preduce much more general Improve- 
ment in ability to eS than others, and that SmOng 
the sudjects baught im high schools, languages and 
ma thenatics gre ¢ tne 20 “that do this to the great 
est Cegrcee 

3 Results of a later similar investigation with 5000 

students?” were corivined with those of the earlier study. 

Ninsgsley observed from these scoress 

She differences are so slight thet there is no 
convincing evidence of the superiority for montal 
discipline of any cone subject or group of subjects. 
It ts significant that Latin, so Tone held up as the 
SUPPGIE insti ruuent of mentel discipline, should, when 
su fected to a fair comparison yith other subjects, 
fall to the middle of the liste 

  

; 11. Thomdike,op cit.  »peS4in (rain, Identical Elerieuts, 
Cpelit. sedoe 

2, Cecil Broyler, £.i.Thorndike, and Ella ‘ocd 
"A. Second Study of Montal Discipline in High Scheol vrutoas® 
Jownal of Educational Psychology, 1927, 18, pped77~204, 
ia Mingsiey, 2 DeClue, =p eeaTSe 

15. King bolero Op.Cite, peot4. 
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Disciplinary values are claimed for nathematics, 

and also for some science courses. Rugg invéstigated 

the supposedly inherent transfer ability of a course in 

descriptive geometry. He found that the transfer amouns~ 

ed to 32% in other geometrical materials, while it was 

only 7% in non-geonetrical materials,-* 

Another investigator measured her botany students! 

ability to observe, Afterward during a training period, 

she instructed tiem in observing botanical materiale 

Scores in a final test revesled a transfer of 35.9% 

to other botanical materials and only 5.4% to non-bo-~ 

tanical materials.15 

The experimentalzresults concerning the values of 

school subjects indicates that no one subject can be 

assumed to have all the disciplinary effects accorded 

to it in the past. Any course may have transfer value, 

but that seems to be due to the tyne of instruction 

rather than to anything in the subject matter itself. 

Formal discipline and evidence from physiology. 

One of the most shattering blows to the theories of 

faculty psychology and formal discipline came in 1929 

with the publication of Karl Lashley's Brain liechanisms 

and Intelligence, which is also recognized as cno of the 

  

14. H.O.Rugg, Experimental Determination of Nental 
Discipline in School Studies, in Charles Skinner, editor, 
Tducationel Peyoholony, penbe. 

e Nellie Hewins, Doctrine of Formal Discipline 
in the Light of Experimental Investigation, nner, 
Opecit., pp.2ou-00.
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major contributions to modern psychology. Through a . 

grant fron the "Behavior Research Fund" Lashley was 

able to devote his entire attention for an extended 

pericd to making a thorough study of the effect of brain 

injuries of various degrees on the behavior and learning 

power of rats. The results of these experiments tested 

the validity of faculty psychology which claimed that 

the various learning functions were localized in spe- 

cific areas of the brain, 

The question may arise first concerning the adap- 

tability of experimental results with rats to use in 

problems which have to do with man. In studies of ce- 

reobral function in man Lashley found nothing that would 

oppose the results with the rats. He writes: 

The statement is often made, chiefly from studies 
of the excitability of the motor cortex, that with 
ascent in the evolutionary scale there is an in- 
creasing specialization and fineness of localiza- 
tion within the cerebral cortex. In one respect on- 
ly does the evidence corroborate this: in the marmalian 
series the higher forms have a greater capacity to 
discriminate differences in the spacial distribution 
of stimuli on sensory surfaces (skin, retina, organ 
of Corti) and a greater independence of control of 
motor segments. Corresponding toe this increased ca= 
pacity for spacial adjustments, there is a finer dif- 
ferentiation within the sensory and motor projection 
fields cf the cortex. But, aside from this function 
of spacial orientation, there is little evidence of 
a fipar cortical differentiation in man than in the 
rate 

  

16. Karl Lashley, 2rain Mechanisms and Intelligence, 
pel5G.
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In the main Lasnley used the maze to measure his 

subjects! ability to learn 1? In order to determine 

the capacity or function of various sections of the 

brain he made lesions in varying degrees of size in all 

parts of the cortex. The rats were: placed in the start- 

ing box to run the maze before and after the operations. 

The time consumed in running the maze plus notations on 

observable behavior were criteria for determining the 

functioning of an ability which might have been localized 

in the injured cortical area. 

4ccording to the localization theory, if a lesion 

were made to that section of the brain which holds the 

function controlling the running of a maze, the rat 

should then be wnable to get from the entrance to the 

food. If the rat's memory were to be injured by an opera- 

tion, it would be unable to retain the habit once it 

had been learned, or it would lose the habit more 

quickly than normal animals in proportion, perhaps, 

to the extent of the injury to the one vital section. 

  

17. As it is used by psychologists the animal maze 
is usually in the form of a square or rectangular court. 
Sizes vary; the reproduction of the Hampton Court maze 
used by Small in 1899 and 1900 was 6 x & feet. : 

Between the animal in the starting box and the food, 
which serves as an incentive and is placed in a central 
room or on another side of the court, is a series of 
hallways with blind alleys at various points. The ani- 
mal is to learn the correct and shortest pathway to the 
food.
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The results of the experiment revealed that the capaci- 

ties to learn and to retain were reduced by cerebral le- 

sions. This reduction of either capacity, however, was 

not a result of a lesicn in any specific area, but it 

occurred after operation in any cerebral area. After 

further experiments Lashley found that the reduction was 

"roughly proportional to the amout of destruction ."28 

In addition, he was unable to notice any difference 

in behavior in the maze situations after operations in 

the different parts of the cortex. The rats were able to 

learn to rum new mazes after cerebral lesions to any parts 

of the cortex, and they were able to retain an old maze 

habit learned before an operation in any portion of the 

brain. Accuracy in running a maze was as great for many 

of the operated animals, even though they learned the 

habit after brain injury, as it was for the normal rats. 

In his results Lashley was unable to find any evi- 

dence at all supporting the localization theory. After 

analyzing studies and investigations of himan cerebral 

lesions he concluded that the problem of learning pre= 

‘sented there was similar to that of the rats with the 

mazese The facts in both cases indicated in no way that 

the general functions of learning were localized in spe- 

cific areas of the brain.~? 

  

18, Lashley, op.cit., p. 175. 
19. Ibid., opeldl-63; 175-176.
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Formal Discipline in Lutheran Religious 
Kducation 

Lutheran educators have been just as concerned a= 

‘ bout the problem of transfer as seculer educators. Their 

explanations of the process cover as wide a range as is 

found in secular educational literature. Although they 

are not stated directly, they ordinarily may be easily 

alinea with the generally accepted theories. Few Luther- 

an writers in education, however, have been quite as 

honest, perhaps, as the one who admitted his inability 

to explain transfer when he wrote, with a reference to 

the methods of teaching English: "The aim of all is in 

Some way to add some value to the child's education. . 

. -"fftalies mine/Z0 

Advocates of the theory. Acceptance of the dogma of 

formal discipline before 1800 was just as general and w- 

critical among Lutherans as it was elsewnere. One evi- 

cence of the prevailing attitude was given by a writer 

for the Schulblatt in 1877 who indicated that "the chief 

purpose of mathematics was the development of tie intel- 

lect, and not necessarily the preparation for business 

life and life in the worla."21 
  

20. "The Conversion of Subject Material into Edu- 
cational Values," Lutheran School Journal, LXIV, 4, 
(April, 1929), Pel e : 

21. Schulblatt, XII, (February, 1877), pp.50-55, 
quoted by Lutheran iducation Association, 100 Years of 
Christian Education, Fourth Yearbook, ed.A.C.Repp, 
De
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For nearly thirty-five years after the turn of the 

century Lutheran educstional literature did not reflect 

the same change of thinking about transfer which was 

manifested by secular writers. Although the leading 

Lutheran educators stressed parts of opposing theories, 

tney still clung faithfully to the old principles by 

which they had been educated. tiartin Heu, the well- 

Imown educator of the American Lutheran Church, whose 

beoke have been frequently used and quoted by teachers 

in the Missouri Synod, employed the educational prin- 

ciples of the introspective psychology as they had been 

developed especially in the nineteenth century.”" He 

differentiated between the intellectual, emotional, 3 

and volitional manifestations of the individual. From 

Reuts viewpoint each had certain innate powers or facul- 

ties, such as the memory, phantasy or imagination, and 

reason in the intellect, the esthetic and moral and so- 

cial feelings in the emotional life, and the will in 

the volitional life. These faculties, he advised, 

should be cultivated and strengthened in the most ap- 

propriate manner - by exercise. The faculty called 

memory 

can and should be strengthened by appropriate exer= 

aaties the young ocak tree can develop its pecullar 

powers only where weather, soil, nurture, etc., are 
favorable, so also the thinking activity of the soul 

  

22. Martin Reu, Catechetics, and How To Teach in 
the Sunday School. 

Ni
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will be developed to the highest degree of efficiency 
only where sensations and concepts are normally 
formed and where instruction and training constant- 
ly exercise and improve this innate faculty. 

Cultivation of the esthetic emotions enriches « « e 
the inner life. 

ieligious instruction exists for the purpose of 
training the religious feelings. tee 

If it is agreed that moral conduct and the develop- 
ment of character are possible only on the basis of 
volition, the trangcendent importance of the train-= 
ing of the will in education, especially in religious 
education, is readily seen. 

In a more recent publication (1939)2* Reu reiterated 

the sane basic features of formal discipline - the in-~ 

nate character of all the faculties and exercise, the 

method by which they should be trained. 

The disciplinariens! doctrine has been fostered in 

recent times in the Nissovri Synod also. Koehler writes: 

&s the muscles of the body, so the mind must be exer- 
cised. tie learn to use the mind by using it, to 
think by thinking, to remember by remembering, to Y/ 
reason by reasoning, etc. The mental efficiency “ 
resulting from such methodical exercise of the several 
functions ofp phe mind is the objective of intellectu- 
al training. 

The training and cultivation of the faculties or 

powers of the mind by proper exercise was advocated by 

Paul Kretzmann in his Psychology and the Christian Day- < 

  

25. Reu, Catochetics, opecit., pp.209.217.222.225. 
258. 

24. liartin Reu, How To Teach in the Sunday School. 
25. Edward Koehler, & christian Pedapogy, ped.
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School, publisied apparently about 1930,25 and implied 

in another, later volume by him.?7 

Current Lutheran educaticnal literature is still not 

free of direct and indirect references suggesting the 

use of disciplinary methods in transfer. A recent volume 

in the Concordia Teacher Training Series states; 

Kemory is, however, rather easy to train. Like the 
muscles of the body, it grows stronger by exercise. 
One who carefully memcorizes a given amcunt of materi- 
al every day, beginning with small amowmts that can / 
easily be committed, and who keeps this material a- 2 
live by frequent repetition, will be surprised to 
find how rapidly his memory, Rill gain in power of 
registration and retention. 

Another current help for Sunday School and Bible 

class teachers seems to imply the need for exercising 

the mind. 

Of what value to God, to mankind, to ourselves, is 
a mind that has been diligently trained and disci- 
plined and thet has been stocked with much useful Se 
lmowledge? . . e As a faithful steward of God the 
Christian should place at the service of God a well- 
stocked, disciplined, and clean mind. The person 
yno willfully permits his mind to stggnate and de- 
teriorate is not a faithful steward. 

The writers mentioned above as advocates of the 

theory of formal discipline should not be condermed in 

toto on the basis of the citations offered here. These 

  

26. Paul Kretzmann, Psychology and the Christian 
Day-School, ppeJ5ff. E 

27. Paul Kretzmann, The Teaching of Religion, 
pp. Soff. 

28. Ad.Haentszchel, Learning fo Know the Child, 
ppe29-s50. 

29. J.lM.Weidenschilling, editor, Concordia Bible 
Teacher, VIII, 4, (July, 1947), pp.266.267. aa
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men, it is truo, claim or imply that mental and emo- 

tLonal powers are innate and that they are developed 

by exercise. In other words, they make absolute state- 

ments of claims which may nt be true at all or just at 

all times. But by a fortunate inconsistency they do not 

restrict themselves to claiming an automatic transfer 

via the method of exercise as strict disciplinarians 

should do. Instead, they add to the terms exercise and 

discipline connotations which are suited to other more 

accurate thecries of transfer. A realization of their 

unfortunate prejudice for the terminolons and theories 

of the older psychology and education should help us to 

understand these men and their writings better. 

References directed against formal discipline. Out- 

side of brief remarks in the two articles on the trans- 

for of training printed by the Lutheran School Journal, 2 

very little has been written in Lutheran circles direct- 

ly against the oldest theory cf transfer. 

In the preface to Haentszchel's brochure Kraeft 

noted with pleasure that books on psychology acceptable 

from the Christian viewpoint were "getting away from the 

  

30. Paul Kretgmenn, "Transfer of Training," Lutheran 
School Journal, LXXV, 3, (Hovember, 1959), pp. 105-12. 
Frank Willer, ‘oransfer of Training," Lutheran School
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language of 'temperaments' and 'faculty psychology. !"52 

Schmieding writes in his Understanding the Child: 

The idea that the mind is merely the sua of special 
abilities must be rejectéd. The many abilities can- 
not be compared to so many separate faculties stored 
in a place called mind. lind involves interrelation- 
ships. liind is a unit. This is true even if_the func- 
tion of mind may be general and specific. 

Both of the foregoing quotations involve faculty 

psychology only. But since formal discipline rests its 

case on the old psychology, it may be considered 

weakened if its basis is effectually attacked. 

The golden age of memory and verbalism. At some 

point in the development and practice of the faculty 

psychology, there originated an idea that tho period 

of an individual's life frcm about the sixth to the 

twelfth years must be the "golden age of memory." It \ 

was a logical deduction, for since the powers of the 

mind were assumed to be developed only by exercise, it 

was natural for educators te think that childhood and 

adolescence would be the ideal periods for such develop- 

ment. But believers in the "golden age" seemed to feel 

that, In addition to the benefit the child received by 

  

31. W.0.Kraeft, in preface to Haentszchel, op.cit., 
pe IV. 

‘$2. Alfred Schmieding, Understanding the Child, - 

pe58. 5
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the exercise, he was also able to retain much of what he 

had memorized .°> Teachers therefore could take advantage 

of this wonderful pericd in the child's life and have 

him menorize endless amounts of materials; they would ex- 

pect that he could call forth the material whenever he 

would need it later in life. Transfer was assumed to be ye 

automatic once the child had learned the words. 

Such reasoning influenced Lutheran thinking and re- 

sulted in loading the course in religious instruction 

with an unbelievable amount of memory material. It was 

cnly after 1900 that the large detailed exposition of 

Luther's Small Catechism by Dietrich began to be re~- 

placed in the children's catechumen classes by the more X 

abbreviated version by Schwan 4 

But even in the second decade of the twentieth 

century, some pastors and parochial school teachers were 

requiring their pupils to memorize all the 548 Sible pas- \ 

sages listed -in the Syncdical Catechism. Sesides the above 
  

55. The notion of the "golden age of menory" is some- 
what similar to the theory set around the maxim "repetitio 
est mater studlorum," which is discussed below in the 
next chapter. However, since the "golden age" idea is 
or rather seems to be derived directly from faculty psy- 
chology and formal discipline, it is being treated here. 
Formal Gisciplinarians, of course, might not consider the 
content of the material studied as important as is indi- 
cated by advocates of this notion. 

54. Lutheran Education Association, 100 Years of 
Christian Education, op.cit., p.156.
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Rommelmann®5 fod a course of instruction for 1926 which 

required the memorization of 425 Bible texts, 144 stan- 

gas of hymns, the text of the Small Catechism, the Christ- Nl 

ian Questions and Answers, the Table of Duties, and a 

nunber of prayers. 

The only result of this instruction could be a reci- 

tation by tho pupils, perhaps sonewhat glib, but with 

very little, if any, wnderstanding of the words, since 

there would be hardly. sufficient time for any thoppugh 

explanations. Asserticns supporting the meaningless rate 

tling of words would state that understarding of the 

passages and of their application to life would strike 

the pupil later in life. Thus, through some uncanny 

means the passages learned in childhood, whether under- 

stood or not, would be of value and available for recall 

in adulthood. Sut as far as the children who did the 

memorizing were concerned, it was verbalistic patter. 

whe dangers of this verbalistic education were sensed, 

it seems, by one writer in the Lutheran School Journal 

in 1927. He vrotes \: 

Did we net e11 observe during the World War how 

indifferent men end women proved to be spiritually? 

It showed us that the Imowledge of dod and His Word 

was not rooted in the hearts of men and women, as 
- many were wont to boast. 

  

35. 1.C.Romielmann, “Henory Work in Our Religious 

Instruction, with Special Reference to the Functional 

Viewpoint," Lutheran School Journal, LXVI, 6, (February, 
1951), pp24 5 : 

36. WeR.Schmidt, "Bible Study in School," Lutheran 

School Journal, LXII, 7, (July, 1927), p.242.
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Although verbalism need nct be assumed to have been the 

only cause for such indifference, yet because it seens 

to have been the chief result of a prevalent type of 

instruction, we may, unless contradictory evidence is 

presented, condemn it more readiiy than anything else. 

The favorite noticn about the "golden age of memory" 

could not be given up so easily, however. Frominent Luther- 

an educators?” contirued to foster the idea, and one ad- 

auced support from the childhood memories of aged people. 

Kesults of psychological experiments were recognized 

but seemingly thrown to the winds, as, for example, when 

one declared: 

+ « » in the face of these claims / these of recent 
psychological experiments/ we venture tc say that 
the period of late childhood is that of the most 
retentive memory. It has been shcwm in a large nun- 
ber of cases that the lessons learned in this period 
of childhood were those that were retained ang_re-~ 
called even in old age with comparative ease. 

We may resolve the problem discussed above into two 

phases: the truth in the assumption of a "golden age of 

memory," and the place of meaning in memorizing. 

Studies of age differences in learning ability do 

net substantiate the popular assumption concerning a 

"solden age of memory." They rather show that the ability 

57. Reu, low fo Teach in the Sunday School, op.cit., 

y 

x 

ppeS7ff. Kretzmann, Psychology. . .Day-school, op.cit., p.105. 
58. Kretsmann, Psychology. e ~bay-school, Op.eCite, pel05. 
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to memorize Increases in the individual until about 

the ase of twenty. It appears to remain on the ssene 

level until twenty-five or later. Theresfter the abili- 

ty decreases gradually, but very slightly .9? Thus there © 

appears to be little reason to believe that childhood is 

a golden period for nemory. In fact, adults should, be- 

cause of their greater number of experiences, be able to 

nemorize much better than children. 

The present writer located one reference in Lutheran 

literature which discounts the notion favoring late chidd- 

hood as the ideal pericd for memorizing“? 

Carrying the formal discipline theory with resnect 

to memory to its logical result means first of all that 

the ability must be exercised if the person is to retain 

enything. The theory indicates also that the more the 

memcry is developed by exercise, the greater retentive 

power it should have. Therefore, if a child or adolescent 

whose memory appears to be well-developed, that is, if he 

can learn with comparativs ease, he should be able to re- 

tain whatever he does memorize probably for an indefi- 

nite period. 

Meaning has no special place in this concept of 

memory. lieaning belongs to the"faculties"of reasoning 

  

59. Kingsley, The Nature and Conditions cf Learn- 
ing, Opecit., ppedto-a46 

5 a5. Seiiicding, opecite, pp.39-¢0.
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and judgment. It is not especially necessary to require 

it therefore, at the tine when the material is committed 

to memory, since it can be added at any suitable tine 

later in life. Of course, if the teacher is able to help 

the child understand the material when he first meets 

it, so much the better; the child can then begin apply- 

ing the lesson immediately. But if the words ere sonme- 

what difficult, or if the child has not experienced or 

will not experience for some years the occasions neces-— 

sary for application of the lesson, then the teacher 

need not be especially worried. If the child has memor- 

ized the material, he will yetain it and will be able 

to use it when he gains enough knowledge to wmderstand 

it or when Hateeets on experience in which he can use’ 

it. This is a general description of the formal disci- 

pline theory in practice. Verbalism, the speaking of 

words without a knowledge of their meaning, is a result 

of this form of education. 

It may be said to the credit of all Lutheran edu- 

cators investigated by the writer who attached then- 

selves to principles of the theory of formal discipline, 

that they have stressed memorizing with understanding. 

Mechanical, or rote learning has been opposed bittorly. 

At the same time, however, the loophole is left open 

for mechanical learning end verbalism when memory work 

is approved which, although it cannot be really compre- 

X 

a
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hended by the children, is preceded by only an expla- 

nation of words and not of their relationship to the 

meaning of the whole nor of their relation to the exe 

periences of the learner. Thus Runge bewails the situa- 

tion of immature children whe must memorize such materi- 

alas the following: 

0 holy, blessed Trinity, 
Divine essential Unity, 
God Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, 
Be Thou this day my Guide and Host. 

All our knowledge, sense, and sight 
Lie in deepest darlmess shrouded 
Till Thy Spirit breaks our night 
With the beams cf truth uncloudeds; 
Thou alone to God canst win use, 
thou must work all good within us. 

Such stanzas as these contain & heavy dose of con- 
centrated theology, and certain prerequisites are 
nocessary before they can be appreciated as they 
should. There is really no good reason why such 
matcrial should be introduced pygmaturely, - bo=- 
fore childyon are ready for it. 

Experincntal evidence in this phase of the problen 

indicates, as in the other, that it is inadvisable to 

follow the claims and opinions of the disciplinarians. 

Evidence has already been presented above which tends 

to disprove rather definitely the existence of a memory 

faculty localized in some srea of the brain. It has al-~ 

so been shovm that exercise per se cannot be said te in- 

prove the memory. Evidence concerning the place of meaning 

  

41, J.li.Runge, “Integrating Religious Truths with 
the Experiences of Life," Lutheran School Journal, LXiV, 
1, (September, 1959), p21. 

Mi
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in menorizing indicates clearly that we remember materi- 

al which is meaningful much more easily and for a longer 

time than that which is meaningless. A word of oxplana- 

tion is in places meaningful material imples that there 

must have been some previous experience and some associ= 

ations connected with it. In order then to be as economi- 

cal as possible in memorizing, teachers should ask the 

pupil to memorize only that material which he compre- 

henecs and which is related to his experiences. In the 

case of material which is not understood the teacher 

should give a full explanation. In the case of material 

in connection with which the pupil may not have hed ex- 

periences or associations, the teacher should provide 

experiences to which it may be related.” 

Lutheran educators outside the fold of formal disci- 

pline (if such a distinction may be made) have not been 

silent on the question concerning the importance of mean- 

ing in menorizing. Only within the last decade, however, 

y 
has this more specific point in the disciplinarians' 

platform been especially attacked.“° 

  

42, Kingsley, op.cit., ppecl0-15.464. 
43. Cf. H. Hoettcher, Instructor's Nenual for Luther's 

Small Catechism, p.XXI. W/eKraeft, “testing in Heligion, 
Lutheran School Journal, LXXVIII, 4, (December, 1942), 
ppelo4-68. theo. nhuelmert, Directing the Learner, p.54. 
Schmleding, Understanding the Child op-cit. sppsse-20: 
Vim. Kramer, “an ; UeHeraL COUPSS GF Study for 
Lutheran Elementary Schools, ppefoile 
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Summary and Concluding Remarks 

Formal discipline is the traditional theory of trans- 

fer. It postulatos on automatic and universal tranefer 

through the use of innate faculties of the mind which 

are developed by exercise. 

The basis of formal discipline was laid by faculty 

psychologists who localized each of the mental powers. in 

@ specific area of the brain. 

Educators of the post-Renaissance period used the 

faculty psychology and the formal discipline theory to 

justify the retention of their classical curriculum 

whose content was being questioned during a democratic 

movement among the people. The traditional doctrine 

continued to dominate educational practices without 

much opposition wtil William James began his investi- 

gations at the close of the nineteenth century. 

Opposing evidence is taken from experiments in 

nenory training, problem-solving, the learning of ideals, 

and evaluation of school subjects. Results shcw that 

transfer need not occur through the exercise of a men- 

tal function. In addition, it cannot be assumed that one 

school subject has more transfer value than another. 

Lashley's experinents with rats offer quite conclusive 

evidence against the localization aspect of the formal 

discipline theory.
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Leading Lutheran educators maintained principles 

of formal discipline for nearly thirty-five years after 

the turn of the century. Evidences still appear in ‘cur- 

rent Lutheran literature. References directed against 

the theory have appeared especially within the last. iy 

ten years. 

The assertion that late childhood is the "golden 

ase of memory" or "the age of most retentive memory" 

found support snons many Lutheran pastors and teachers. 

They required so much memory work, however, that verbalis- 

tic learning resulted. Several educators attempted to 

"compromise" by holding both to the "solden period" no- 

tion, a vestige cf formal discipline, and to an emphasis 

upon memorizing with understanding. The results of sci-~ 

entific investigatiors in this area have cone to be 

recognized anc accepted in recent years. 

Before we think of tossing forrtal discipl ine out 

the back window because of the mountain of decisive evi- 

dence raised against it, we shouid do well to ponder the 

remaining-literature on the transfer problem. Before we 

finish, we might conclude with Lashley "that far from be- 

ing:a dead issue, as most people at present are inclined 

te believe, the theory of formal discipline is still an 

open question. nfé 

  

44. A statement given by Lashley in an interview 

with Orata; recorded by Orata, "Oansfer of Training and 
Educational Pseudo-Science," The Mathematics Teacher, 
XXVIII, 5, (Hay, 1955), pele
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Bare formal discipline of its objectionable and usci- 

entific features ~ the localization idea and the use 

of sxercise - and a theory of transfer may emerge which 

can speak of mental abilities being performed and made 

effective by some dynamic function of the mind or brain 

as a whole.49 

45. Cf. Lashley, Brain Nechanisms and Intelligence, 
Ope cit e9 pp e 1720174 e
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CHAPTER III 

THE THEORY OF IDENTICAL ELEMENTS 

Explanation of the Theory 

Origin. The formulation of the theory of identical 

elements was a reaction against the older theory of. 

transfer endeared to many by tradition. It was a move 

seemingly well. justified, for the faculties assumed to 

exist by advocates of the “general” training had, af- 

ter all, never existed. The natural reaction then was 

to turn to specific objectives and specific activities 

which could be foreseen and actually accomplished. It 

was much more logical to think of education as a train- 

ing in these important specific activities which the 

pupils would definitely be engaged in when they took 

their turn in the world than to think of it as a train- 

ing in vague, general functions or abilities which seemed 

to have no direct bearing upon people's behavior in 

many situations. 

It was 1901 when two psychologists, Edward Thorn- 

- @ike and Robert Woodworth, first attempted to test ex- 

perimentally the hypothesis which was to take the place 

.of the doctrine of formal discipline. The theory which
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was finally set up claimed that transfer could occur 

only when an element in one situation was identical 

with an element in another situation. Thus, if a por~ 

son had learned how to add, he could transfer that skill 

to his work in multiplication, for addition is identical 

with a part of multiplication. 

Experimental evidence. The first tests attempted to 

determine whether or nce the function (formerly called 

faculty) of "observation was really a group of functions 

varying with the thing observed." The experimenters 

practiced their subjects in certain types of observa- 

tion and gave them tests of similar tasks before and af- 

ter the practice. In the first experiment the subjects 

were tested in estimating the areas of similarly shaped 

rectangles of varying sizes and of triangles, circles, 

end irregular figures of the same size limits. Next 

they practiced estimating the areas of rectangles ranging 

‘ in size from ten to 100 square centimeters and of the 

same shape as those in the test series. They were given 

the opportunity to improve themselves wnen they received 

the correct answers after each guess. The retest was 

given with the first test series. Improvement from the 

first to the last test was evident in almost all cases, 

but the amoumts were very irregular. 

Other following experiments were concerned with 

  

1. Robert S. Woodworth, Experimental Psycholo 

pel94.
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estimating weights of objects and lengths of lines, 

and with perceiving words with certain letters. The re- 

sults caused Thorndike and Woodworth to conclude the 

following: 

Improvement in any single mental function rarely : 
brings about equal improvement in any other function, 

Rental funotion-group is conditioned ty the nature 
of the data in each particular case.” 

In a second experiment which attempted to locate 

correlations among perceptive processes it was concluded 

again that these functions, too, though very similar, 

could be independent specializations. Training in one 

did not carry over to another. 

Thorndike also tested the function or faculty of 

accuracy in drawing lines to equal 100 and 50 millimeter 

lines. He concluded that the two activities represented 

two different abilities, since there was no relation be- 

tween the results on the test. 

Hore complex mental processes were tested when 

Thorndike asked his subjects to solve algebra problems 

presented in pairs, one of the pair being in an habitual 

form as "What is the square of x 7 y?" and the corres- 

ponding problem in a changed form as "What is the square 

of by 4 bg?" Of the 97 graduate students used as subjects, 

6% gave the wrong answer to the first form of the pair 

  

2. Ibid., pp.194-95. : 
3S. Orata, The Theory of Identical Elements,op.cit., 

pp.26.28. ; 
E 4. Ibid P.29.
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givon above, and 28% were wrong on the corresponding 

changed form. The conclusion offered was: "any dise 

turbance whatsoever in the conerete particulars reasoned 

about will interfere somewhat with the reasoning, making 

it less correct or slower. or both."9 : 

The most significant point in these experiments 

offered as evidence for the new theory seems to be 

that the amount of transfer is very limited even 
--in functions which are very much alike, such as the 
estimation of magnitudes. Consequently, it appears 
as if men fad functions.were. specialized and highly 
specific. : ba : 

Formation of the. theory. 411 training seems to 

be specific. The mind does not consist of a group of 

goneral powers or functions as, for example » reasoning, 

Judgment, and memory The mind is composed of comtless 

particular operations or capacities. The teacher mst 

train these specific functions and not the general pOW= 

erse But when he trains cne of the particuler functions, 

he has trained that alone and no other fuctions "what 

you do to the mind by way of education knows its place; 

it never spreads. You train what you train"? 

Accuracy in spelling is Independent of accuracy 

  

Se Ibida; Devoe 

Ge Tbide, psd5. 
%. G.ueStratton, Devoloping Mental Power, peS, cited 

by Orata, Identical Hismonts,; OPeCite; PeGe
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in multiplication. Quickness in arithmetic 1s entirely 

different from quicimess in recognizing misspelled : 

words. The experinent ‘of Bagley and Squire in the rain 

ing of arithmetic pupils in neatness and accuracy showed 

that these ideals were independent of the same ideals 

in language and spellings 

Thorndike related the specificity of functions to 

transfer in this ways 

The very slight amount of variation {in the nature 
of the data necessary to affect the efficiency: of a 
function group makes it -fair to infer that no change 
in data, however, slight, -is without effect upon.‘the 
function. The loss in ‘the: efficiency of 2 function 
trained with certain data, as we pass to deta more . 
and more unlike the first, makes it fair to infer 
that there is always a point where loss is complete, 
a point beyond which the influence of training has 
not extended. The rapidity of this loss = that is, 
its amount in the case of data very similar to ‘the 
data on which the: function has been trained « : 
makes it fair to infer that this point is. nearer 

- than has been supposed. . - ae 
The general considération of the, cases of retention, 

‘or of loss of practice effect, seem to make it-Like- 
ly that spread of practice occurs only where identi- 

‘cal elements are congerned ‘in the A ae and 
| influenced function.© 

Transfer may ocour then only when elements an one 

activity are identical with elements in enothar. Thus — 

: addition should improve multiplication because multi~ 

plication involves addition. A lnowledge of Latin 

should afd in learning a Romance language because there. 

8. Cf. supra pps19-20. 
9. Edward Morndike, Educational Payohology firet 

edition, p91, cited by W.C. Bagley, Educational Values, 
p.186. 
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are so many identical facts required in the learning 

of each. Thorndike also asserted thet 

the study of geometry may lead a pupil to be more 
logical in all respects, for one element of being 
logical in all respects is to realize that facts 
can be absolutely proven and to admire and desire 
this ggrtain and unque&tionable sort of demonstra- 
tion. 

Transfer then according to the theory of identical ele- 

ments would depend upon the number of common elements 

existing in two situations. 

Identities of substance and -procedure. In crder 

to be able to recognize the kinds of identical elements 

more readily, Thorndike differentiated between the iden- 

tity of substance and the identity of procedure. 

The identity of substance refers to the stuff or 

substance which is common to the composition of two 

situations. 

Thus special training in the ability to handle 
numbers gives an ability useful in many acts of 
life outside of school classes because of identity 
of substance, because of the fact that the stuff 
of the world is so often numbered and counted. 

This identity may be seen also in the relation be- 

tween two school subjects like mathematics and physics, 

or English composition and spelling. The identity of 

substance would refer to the material to be used in 

figuring with numbers in the one case, and in the other, 

  

10. Edward Thorndike, The Principles of Teaching, 
De245. : 

11. Ibid eg pp 0244—45 e
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that which is identified by words, or the words them- 

selves. 

The socond identity refers to a procedure or manner 

of acting which is comion to two situations. This may 

be seen in the relation between school subjects em- 

ploying similar types of laboratory procedure like 

chemistry and botany. Each would employ the scientific 

method in searching for facts. Whereas the identical 

element to be transferred in a case involving the iden- 

tity of substance would be an ability or skill or a 

specific physical reaction, the Gioment transferable 

in situations identical in procedure would be espscial- 

ly a specific attitude. 

The habit acquired in a laboratory course of look- 
ing to see how chemicals do vehave, instead of 
guessing at the matter or learning statements a- 
bout it out of a book, may make'a girl's methods of 
cooking or a boy's methods of manufacturing more 
scientific because the attitude of distrust of o- 
pinion and search for facts may sO possess one as 
to be ggrried over from the narrower to the wider 
field. 

Psychological basis. In the terms of Thorndike's 

connectionist psychology, the identical elements exist- 

ent in two situations involve specific stimuli to which 

specific responses may be made. Transfer occurs when 

the person perceives in a second situation something 

which existed in a previous situation and which now 

acts again as a stimulus. Transfer may be viewed external- 

  

12, Ibid., p.245. 
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ly then as the repetition of a response in a second 

situation. 

Connectionists conceived of the stimulus as 

first being received by a sensory nerve ending and 

then being carried into the person over a series of 

neurons or nerve fibers. It reaches a junction point, the 

synapse, which offers resistance. If it is able to tra- 

vorse the synapse, it 1s directed to another series of 

neurons which carry it out to the muscles as a response. 

Once the entire pathway has been covered, «& stimulus-re- 

sponse bond (Sse bond) has been formed. If the same 

stimulus should occur later, it will use the pathway 

or bond previously formed. It will have casier going 

each succeeding time,for each time it will lower the 

synaptic resistance and strengthen the bond. 

fhe bonds themselves vary in degrees of complexity 

and so use different levels in the spinal cord or brain. 

On the lowest level the S-»R bond or sensori-motor 
arc is simple and direct, passing with few exceptions 
directly through the spinel cord with no recourse at 
all to higher centers. On the second level the impulse 
travels up the cord to the lower brain centers be- 
fore being redirected to the proper motor neurones. 
This happens in the case of habits and simple coordi- 
nated acts. In the highest type the impulse travels 
to the association areas where presumably thought 
takes place and the impulse is then redirected in terms 
of the analysis and discrimination which have taken 
place. In this case the complexity of the bond is 
enormously increased. 

Nany situations in life which may seem new pre- 

nee 

13. William Burton, The Nature and Direction of 
Learning, pp.o7-58.  
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sent stimuli which the individual has. alresdy met at 

other times and to which he has reacted. tle can now re- 

spond in the same way, but very likely more quickly and 

more accurately, because the bond has already been formed 

an@ offers less resistance than on the first occasion. 

transfer will then be effected, because in the new situ- 

ation the person perceives and responds to a stimulus to 

which he has responded in the past. 

To the connectionist, learning becomes a matter of 

bond formation while transfer involves the re-use of 

completed bonds. 

Opposing Arruments and Evidence 

Evidence from experiments in physiology.“ -Proponents 

of the theory of identical elements assume that e first 

response made by a person leaves some trace in, or on, . 

his nervous system. Especially the earlier advocates 

have felt or have:implied that this trace involves 

definite connections between certain receptors, nerve 

celis, and effectors. This would indicate the formation 

of a restricted path over which the nerve impulse is to 

travel. If the theory is meant to be one worth propounding, 

it must be led eventually to the conclusion just mentioned 

  

14. Lashley, op.cit., ppel25-243125-273129 1513; 
163-64; 172-73. Sa
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or at least to a similar one. Otherwise it can assert 

only a fact already recognized that the response al- 

ways follows its stimulus. But this limitation of the 

conduction of an impulse to a definite pathway is the 

point which is not compatible with results of experiments 

in physiology. 

Evidence has been given above!® to show that 

general functions, or, as might be claimed in connec- 

tion with the present theory, bonds for performing spe- 

cific abilities, are not localized in special areas of 

the brain. Injuries to the cortical areas did not pro- 

duce a varicty of types of hindrance in the initial 

learming of maze habits by rats. However, it has been 

suggested that in the learning of a habit and in its 

improvement equivalent bonds are formed which contribute 

to the effieiency of performance of the habit. If this 

assumption is granted, it would follow that a partial 

destruction of the bonds composing one habit, either 

before or after it has been learned, should result in 

a loss of efficiency in its performance. Lesions to 

the brains of rats failed to give any indication of such 

a loss. A visual discrimination habit, for example, which 

under normal conditions is formed only through the occipi- 

  

15. Cf. supra, ppece-25.
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tal cortex, was formed just as casily when this area 

was removed. Again, as Lashley states: 

it is still more difficult to understand, in terms 
of reduplication of bonds, how a habit wich has 
been learmed to equal efficiency of performance 
(1.c., to the establishment of equal numbers of 
ponds} by two aninels with unequal amounts of cor= 
tex should be more effectively retained by cone 
Ree eer ieeeane lee accord with the amowmt of 

Those who favor the theory of identical elements 

in its literal and original sense may assume the presence 

of synapses in the nervous system. Learning is said to 

take place when the resistance power of a synapse is 

lowered. It is felt that once such a change does occur, 

the condition of the bond with its synapse becomes es-= 

tablished and retention of tne response becomes relative- 

ly permanent. The retention of a habit after it has 

been formed would depend then upon the stability of its 

synapse or synapses. One should be forced to assume in 

line with the theory then, it seems, that if a habit 

has been learned equally well by two individuals, that 

is, if the synaptic resistances have been lowered to an 

equal extent, the stability of the synapses should be 

equal and retention of the habit should be the same for 

two persons. But experimental evidence reveals the fol- 

lowing: 

  

16. Iashley, op.cit., pe15l.
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In the experiments upon the retention of habits 
formed after brain injury the accuracy of performance 
after initial learning was for many of the operated 
animals as great as that of the normal controls. 
Their time for traversing the maze was slightly 
greater, but this was obviously a function of the 
general rate of running and not of time consumed 
by integration at the critical points in the maze. 
The peculiarities of behavior observable during 
learning almost entirely disappeared with the per- 
fecting of the habit, and in final performance 
there were no significant differences between the 
operated and control animals. For the learning ~~ 
of the maze we have no evidence that one part of the 
cortex rather than another is primarily concerned, 
and hence cannot conclude, as we do fer the habit 
of brightness discrimination, that after the destruction 
of one part another part learns vicariously. Thus 
there are no reasons for believing that the fiunda- 
mental mechanism of the habit, once formed, differs 
in the normal and operated cases. The lowering of 
synaptic resistances to produce equal efficiencies 
should be equal, and equal changes should be equal- 
ly stable. 

But the habit of Maze. III was lost more rapidly 
by animals with brain lesions than by normals, and 
to an extent somewhat proportional to the amount 
of cerebral destruction. This can only mesn that 
the retention of the habit is conditioned by the 
total amount of fmetional tissue in the cortex 
and not, prinarlly, by the inherent properties 
of the synapses themselves. We seem confronted 
with the alternatives of devising some new hypothe- 
sis concerning the nature of the synaptic mechanism 
which will admit that its stubility depends upon 
extrinsic factors or of facing the improbability 
of our whole theory of the mechanism of learning.2? 

The evidence presented here and the fuller explana- 

tion in the original source lend no support to a theory 

of learning which claims that transfer involves the use 

ofs previously formed conduction paths definitely lo- 

cated in the nervous system. Elements common to two 
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stinulus-response situations may exist in the nervous 

system, but in Lashley's opinion i4 seoms that they should 

be defined in terms of dynamic patterns rather than neu- 

rens, synapses, or bonds, 

Provortionality of transfer. Thorndike had assumed 

that transf«-r occurs in proportion to the degree of iden- 

tity or similarity between two functions. Orata com 

pared the results of several tests to determine the 

correctness of the assumption.28 

In the experiment in the training in estimation 

of magnitudes , 2? the Improvement in accuracy in esti- 

rinting areas of the same size but of a different shape 

was 445 as great as the accuracy for areas of the same 

shepe and size. The improvement -for areas of the same 

shape but of different sizes was 350% as great. For 

areas cf different chapo and different sizes the imnprove- 

ment was 52% as great. If the results were to support 

the original contention of proportionality altogether, 

the score of the improvement in estimating areas of 

different shape and size should have been thse lowest, 

while the remaining two might better have been reversed, 

Another experiment was performed to determine the 

influence of training in addition and subtraction upon 

  

18. Orata, Identical Elements, op.cit., pp.56-67. 
19. Cf. supra, pe4o~
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multiplication. The differences found were not large 

enough to be significant. In fact, interference occurred. 

These results therefore could not be used to substantiate 

the asswapticn that training in addition would improve 

one's ability to multiply because addition is identical 

with a part of multiplication. | 

Reference to cases of trauma or emotional learning 

“4s made by Gordon Allport to prove the falseness of 

the idea of proportionality of transfer. "In these in- 

stances," he writes, "transfer passes all bounds of ex- 

pectation. In such cases identities cannot be involved, 

for the whole personal life is- saturated with the effects ."20 

Methods of procedure in experiments. It was Orata's 

contention, after investigating transfer experiments 

performed between 1890 and 1927, that the type of train- 

ing given subjects to a great extent determines the a- 

mount of transfer which results. In order to show that 

a difference in amount did result because of the train- 

ing given, he compared the experimental procedure en- 

ployed by Thorndike and that usei in the exporinents of 

Yoodrow, Meredith, and Judd. Thorndike trained his sub- 

jects in a routine manner in very specific items. Only 

small amomtsa of transfer resulted in most cases. Wood= 

row, Meredith, and Judd found this to-be true with groups 

  

20. Gordon Allport, Personality, p.285.
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which they drilled in the routine fashion. Sut in ad- 

Gition to this practice group they used also another 

group which they trained "in conscicus formulation of 

guiding principles or generalizations" (Judd), "in tech- 

niques of memorizing" (Woodrow), or in a "critical analy- 

sis of the important features. cf a definition" (Meredith). 

ne 1 
ere transfer did appear.-+ 

Orata attributed the small trensfer and even inter- 

ference resulting from Thorndike's training to the forma- 

tion of mechanical habits without meaningful direction. 

The reason why there is interference between sqar- 
ing x f y and aj # by is not that the two processes 
are antagonistic or Sven lacking in identical ele- 
ments. The fact is that the habit involved in solving 
x f y has either to be controlled by meaning that 
x # y is the same as aj / bj, or else it has to be 
broken before another nabit is formed. The idetical 

sic_7 element is there but it is not perceived. 
The result is that having formed one hebit means the 
shutting off of other modes of action that go through 
the sane channel. 

The upshot of the above discussion is thet mechani- 
cal habits are the opposite of transfer and wiless 
they are directed and controlled by meanings of in- 
telligence, they interfere with the acquisition of 
other habits just as surely as facility of type- 
writing with two fingers will interfere with learn- 
ing the touch system, or of training with one kind 
of keyboard will jotorfore with learning to operate 
other keyboards. 

One experiment may be described here which shows 

the superior effects of a soneralized procedure. The 

reader may find others in the chapter on The Theory of 

  

21. Orata;, Identical Elements, opecit., pI. 
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Generalization. Woodrow selected tnree groups of mi- 

versity sophomores as his subjects in an experiment 

which was to compare two methods of training in memoriz- 

ing. The 106 students in the control group took only the 

beginning and end tests.. Betweon the two tests Woodrow 

trained the 54 subjects in the practice group in rote 

Grill according to the traditional method of practice. 

The members of the training group, 42 in all, were given 

some practice in memorizing. in addition they received 

specific Instruction in the techniques of memorizing and 

in their application. The results show little difference 

in improvement between the practice and control groups. 

The straight memory practice proved to be of aid in some 

cases and a detriment in others. The training group, on 

the other hand, averaged 51.6% more gain in the end 

tests than did the menbers of the control group. wood=- ) 

row felt that the experiment showed the qifference"be-~ 

tween wenlightened Grill and intelligent teaching."2 

We may conclude from the above at least this one 

point that the routine drill used by Thorndike in 

training subjects in his experiments resulted in the 

formation of mechanical habits which prevented any | 

large amounts of transfer. Tie results of these ex- 

  

22.Woodrow, "The Effect of Type of Training Upon 
Transference," Journal of Educational Psychology, 18: 1a 
(larch, 1927), pp-lov-ve, reported & whipets ; uy 
"whe Transfer of Training," The Twenty-Seventh Yearbook, 
Nature and Nurture, Part II, ed. G-nippic; peLbde
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periments showing the small transfer serve as the basis 

for the theory of identical elements. If a different 

type of training procedure is employed, an experinent 

can show greator transfer and serve asthe basis for 

ean cpposing for an opposing theory of transfer. 

Specific versus general nature of functions. Ac- 

cording to Orata, Thorndike based his conclusion of the 

specificity of mental functions partially end indirect- 

ly on the grounds that transfer is linited. In his study 

of all the transfer exneriments performed ond reported 

from 1&SO to 1935, Orata found that more than 75% showed 

appreciable or considerable amounts of transfer. The 

discrepancy could indicate that the conditions differed 

under which the experiments were carried on and also, 

porhaps, that mental functions are not always specific 

but may be gonebalized,25 

If bond psychology and the theory of identical ele- 

ments are assumed to be true, one sheuld be vermitted 

to assume as a result that a comnlex act like the reason- 

ing out of a complicated problem can be broken up into 

its specific parts, such as the “reasoning” involved in 

the connections in or separate portions of the problen. 

A person who learns the specific parts of an act should 

then be able to perform the complete act. The learning 

  

23. Orata, "‘ransfer of Training. « .," ‘She Mathes 
matics Teacher, op.cit., p.268; Identical Elements ,op. 
cite, De e
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of specific functions should enable the person to ner- 

form a complex act involving a number of the functions. 

Ruger performed a test to discover whether an abili- 

ty to solve the separate parts of a puzzle Included the 

ability to solve the puzzle as a whole “te subject was 

first tested with the puzzle in a siven form. Then he 

was taught the varlous separate acts necessary for 

sclving it. The subject also practiced making the connec- 

ticns between the élements or acts at the points of 

their successive appoarences. When the complete fora 

of the puzzle wes given, the subject did not recognise 

it as being related to the practice he had gone through 

before. The habits he had learned then were not brought 

into use to solve the problem placed before hin. 

At another time Ruger practiced his subject in 

taking the puzzle apart and found that this practice 

gave him definite transfor value in putting the puzzle 

tegethsr. This change of procedure meant that the subject 

had to reverse his movements when he attempted to put 

the puzzle together. Because of this requirement of re- 

versal, it seems very probable that the habits gained in 

the practice in taking the puzzle apart would interfere 

rather than aid in the transfer. Ruger therefore believed 

that , since there was a positive transfer from the prac- 

24. Henry Ruger, The Psychology of ufficienc 
chapter VI, reported in Aingsley, op.cit., ppedoe-5 C 
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tice, it was due to an uwiderstanding of the pugzle's 

construction gained during the practice. 

Another student carried out an experiment with a 

hen,which showed that an element common to two situations, 

though apparently perceived and recognized as such, di 

not transfer. The experimenter placed food on two pieces 

of gray paper which could be distinguished by the dif- 

ferent shades of coloring. During the experiment he 

drove the hen away wien she attempted to take food from 

the darker backgroimc. She was pemaitted to cat undis- 

turbed from the food placed on the lighter background. 

After she had learned to avoid the first or darker 

colorec paper, the experiment was continued by ple¢ing 

this first shade of paper alongside a still darker pa- 

per, ‘the hen immediately transferred her training to 

the new situation by taking food from the first paper, 

which she had learned to avoid just a short time before. 

The food which was placed on the third or darkest paper 

was left alone. The sams type of experiment was later re- 

peated with apss and infants and revealed similar re- 

sults.“9 This evidence which is used in the support 

of the Gestalt psychology tends to prove that mental 

functions used in learning and in the transference of 

  

25. Wolfsang Koehler, "Nachweis einfacher Struk- 
turfunktionen beim Schimpansen wid beim Haushuinm" Ab- 
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learning-cannot be limited in definition to specific 

activities as, for example, in the case of the hen, 

reasoning that food must be taken from only one shade of 

colored panere 

As it ls understood today, the psycholegy of per- 

sonality involves general treits or dispositions such 

as friondliness, kindliness, courtesy.75 The theory of 

identical elements would scem to infer that personality 

consists of countless, specific activities and that the 

trait of friendliness, for example, is just a cormon 

namo given to a group of acts or habits of acting in a 

certain way In certain situations. According to this 

theory trainings should then eliminate all teaching of 

goneral principles and abstract ideals, since responses 

tan after all be only specific. But maintaining the 

specific character of such a generalized sentiment as 

"negard for the scientific method," with regerd to a 

rigid location in the nervous system represents quite 

an absurdity to Allport for whom the generalized dis- 

positions"are the utmost in trait psychology."@7 He 

asserts: 

To maintain a scientific attitude, for example, re- 
quires many different associations, movements, and 
mental operations. The only comzon factor is a 
thoroughly generalized attitude or interest, ver- 

  

26. Allport, op.cit., p.ec62. 
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satile in expression, cmuploying now this neural 
mechanism and now that, characterized by more flexi- 
bility than thie theory of identical elements can ad- 
mit with consistency in its open position. 

The inclusion of general attitudes and volitional 
dispositions under the list of "identities" is a 
necessary but futile subterfuge te save the theory. . 

Morwcver, a personality trait which must be mech 

anized as the theory cf identical elements seems to re- 

quire can hardly be classified as a true personality 

trait. 

Vriendliness, courtesy, neatness, ctc., however in- 
grained they may be as a result of previous prac- 
tice, require a certain measure of adaptation to the 
particular situation. If friendliness or grouchiness 
were to become absolutely fixed and mechanical forns 
of response, like digestion, they would cease to 
be what they are. An organism that reacts in this 
fashion has no ngge friendliness than a shctgum or 
@ spring shower. 

the reports in this ssoction treat the functions 

as both specific and general, and show the value, ac- 

cording to this experimental and observational evidence, 

of the general nature over tne specific. 

Transfer only namod by identical clenent theory.°? 

‘tthe educational worth of Thorndike's explanation of trans- 

fer seems to reside in the definition or interpretation 

of an oft-repeated phrase, "specific ability." "Speci- 

fic ability" could, on the one hand, refer to a sub- 
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division of a general faculty. Thus, instead of just 

one general function Isbeled "attention," there would 

be an endless number cf specific functions or ebilitics 

of attending to differont kinds of £acts.-But one cannot 

help but feel that this is just a re-interpretation of 

the old faculty psychology with specific instead of 

general faculties. Therndike, it seens, would not favor 

this view, for it would be too reminiscent of formal 

Ciscinline. 

Vio could attempt to define “specific ability" in 

another way by referring to it as the ability for per- 

forming a certain specific act. Fer educators this would 

involve a search for all the acts in which children 

should be trained. Such a search could be an endless 

task, with the elements or acts continually beccming 

more minute and more difficult to identify. But the 

two situations held in question by the present theory 

would have their identical elements. But if one clains 

that transfor may take place when Identical elements 

exist in two situations, he is doing no more than naming 

the process, for transfer is essentially the process of 

perceiving or identifying the common character existing 

between a now and an cld situstion. In order to explain 

transfer, one must expleia how the elements are identi- 

fled. 

The theory of identical elements appears tc be 

in approximately the same position today. Woodworth, one
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of its earlier proponents, in order to avoid the confue 

sion which the use of the word "element" seems to have 

. Caused, suggests the substitution of the word "constitu- 

ent" om "component" in its place. Comacn components 

cculd be interpreted to include anything from specific 

gcts to ideals and abstract principles. Woodworth would 

rostrict its meaning te conercte performances. o+ lie writes: 

We think cf principles as "abstract." But if they 
are embodied in words they are concrete bits of be- 
havior and their transfer from one situsticn to a- 
nother creates no dirficulty for the theory of i- 
dentical components. Any idea that can be recalled, 
or any attitude that can be reinstated, is concrete 
srnough to qualify. Perhaps anything that can be 
learned can be transferred. But does not everything 
that can be learned have the conerete character of 
en act or way of acting? 

Such efforts to define principles or attitudes are of 

cderinite valve in helping to clarify the picture which 

-surrounds transfer, but the problem of oxplaining the 

actual process still remains. 

Educational implications of the theory. The impli- 

cations involved in applying the theory of identicel ele- 

ments to actual schoolroom situations seem to be rather 

generally recognized among the educational leaders of to- 

day. Orata, who wrote the first outstanding criticism of 

the theory, felt that in rractice it manifests itself in 

a "mechanistic conception of behavior, over-emphasis upon 

  

$1. Woodworth, op.cit., pel77. 
62. Ibid., pec07. :
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habit formation and drill, and confinement to the prace 

tical."©5 1b 1s difficult to sec how such concepts as 

"bond formation " and "specific abilities" could be ine 

preted otherwise in the instruction of classrcom 

teachers. 

Although side-explanaticns have been given to in- 

clude them, the basic tenets of Thorndike's explana~ 

tion of trensfer seen to provide ne justifiable basis 

for the carry-over of the more important educational 

objectives in the arcas of uwiderstandings and attitudes. 

the theory supplies a very logical description of ths 

transfer of information and of simple skills in terns 

cf elements, but even these, it is indicated, give a very 

limited transfer. One cause for the limited transfer of 

these simple slements lies in instruction vhich treats 

them as Isolated facts or habits. Routine drill which 

may De encloyed in connection withthe theory of identi~ 

eal elements is the main method of such instruction. 

For dotached bits of information, impressions and 
habits give an intellectual content that is not 
flexible, not adaptable and transferable, hence not 
fruitful in the solution of new problems. 

« e e we must, therefore, tale care to see that 
the training given eventuates in needed concepts and 
philosophies as well_as in particular informations 
and specific habits.94 
  

$3. Crata, Identical Elements, op.cit., n.155. 
54. Charles Peters, Teaching fiagh School eistory 

and Social Studies for G1tizens ip- draining, 1946,p.%be~
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The emphasis which followers of the elemental the- 

ery laid upon itens ef kmowledge uay have had its ine 

fluence in the placing of so much faith in the transfer 

value ef civics scourscs when they were first introduced. 

“eachers ond administrators seemed te feel that if the 

students would iearn the makeup of the government, the 

nares and funetiona of tue men in office, etc., they 

should be gocd citizens. The result of the training is 

described by Dewoy. 

and many of them - many of us, I fear - having 
iearmed these facts wont out into adult life and 
decane the easy prey of skilful politicians and poe 
litical machines; the victims of political misrepre- 
sentation . SY 9.0 the part cf the newspapers we 
happen to read. 

If Imowledge and skills are to he of any value, it appears 

that they must be logically organized and trained toward 

cefrinite purposes. Advocates cf the theory of identical 

Glements are able to make no suitable provision for 

such logical organization. 

The “elements" are to include also habits or spe- 

elfie acts besides skills involving items of kmowledge. 

The question now is whether the formation of habits will 

greatly aid the cause of transfer. Training in these will 

likely show little transfer, too, if the acts remain 

isolated from each other cr from a general pmrpose. 

  

35. John Newoy, Provicms of Len, in ppedd-51, cited 
by Pelers, opetite, Pelle
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Peters was able to sco that "stressing habits of beha having 

in practical civie situctions"56 in nis experimental 

classes without developing the princinles of bchavior 

did net produce the desired results. 

Monitorial services, or making gift baskets, or 
aiding mendicants shonid not end in the pupils! 
minds with just the "lark" of a present activity; 
they should be thought of critically by the pupil 
as right or wrong ways of being kind and helpful 
to others. The operation of pupil government should 
be often connected in the pupil's mind with its re- 
1ation to the whole process of political democracy 
in our society. Corre spondin ngly, the techniques of 
open-minded discussion, or the use of books and 
other sources in getting information needed for the 
solution. of problems,and of effective leadership 
and followership practiced in the classes in school, 
hould become a part, in the pupil's mind, of the 

procoss of democrat ie living that he purposes to 
continue to exercise throughout his life. Uniess 
these acts which hoe is now performing, and cue 
narticularized thinking which now accompanies them, 
are thus shaping 2 in o a _concentua 1200 pniloso-= 
phy of lite ave only a trensient 

  

     
   

     

  

    
   

If mechanical habit formation and routine drill are 

the chief metheds of the theory of identical clements 

nm practice, and it is hard to escape this fact, trans- rd
 

fer must remain limited in amount. The theory therefore 

remains ineffective in practice. 

  

356. Peters ecite, p.78/ 
37. Tide, peeves? Oe 
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The Theory in Lutheran Reliclous Education 

The connectionist psychology. The Iutheran educa- 

ticnal literature reviewed by the writer contains no 

references directly approving the psychology which 

serves as the basis for the theory of identical elements. 

Schmieding has submitted the only direct, although bricf, 

criticism of the connectionist psychology in his Under- 

standing the Gni1a.98 He agrees with those psychologists 

who see in it too simple an explanation, one which ren= 

ders human behavicr very mechanical and is wnable to 

explain suitably the processes involved on the higher 

levels of mental activity. 

Placing an emphasis on the learning of facts. As 

it has been noted above, the theory of identical cle- 

ments indicates the necessity cf learning specific ele- 

ments in order that they may be perceived: through the 

identities of substance and procedure in succeeding 

situations. Such elements identified as substance would 

Include specific functions involving definite items of 

information. When specificity is stressed as in this 

theory, the items of informaticn are very apt to de over- 

emphasized as objectives of the instruction. The Pollow- 

ing examples should help to point out this danger. 

  

38. Schmieding, op.cit., pp.54.77.
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The mental fimction employed most frequently, it 

seems, in religicue instructicn has been the memory. 

One group of elements of substance identified as this 

type of function would be the memories of all the parts 

of the Apostles! Creed. If the child has cormitted th 

ereed to memory in his instruction class and has recited 

it there, he should be able to recognize the identical 

elements in a different situation, the regular Sunday 

morning worship service. Once he recognizes the stimu- 

lus, which Is a request to recite, he should be able 

to use his previously lesrned memory functions and re- 

peat the creed from memory along with the entire congre- 

gation. A slip at some voint in his recitation would 

indicate that the memory fumction for that particular 

word or phrase had not been learned well onough. 

A Sunday School tencher may teach her pupils a 

Bible story. They learn the facts which make up the 

story. When she quizzes them the next Sunday she finds 

that they have forgotten certain parts. If the teacher 

is an exponent cf the theory of identical elements, she 

explains the gaps in the pupils' knowledge by stating 

first that the learning of each fact or point required 

the performance of a separate mental function. Some of 

the functicns and the facts to which they were connected 

were not drilled enough and did not make a deep enough 

impression upon the pupils.
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The use of more complex mental processes may be 

explained in a similar way. The instructor may be able 

to lead the pupil through a process of specific reason- 

ing to uderstand as fully as possible the first article 

of the Avostles' Creed:"I believe in Gcd the Father Al- 

mighty, Naker of heaven and earth." A comprehension 

of this sentence requires much more than the reasoning 

out of an answer to cone specific question about it,such 

as: What kind of being is God? Many specific questions de- 

manding the use of specific reasoning functions must be 

answered before the article is understood. As much as 

he is able tne pupil sust understand from Bible passages . 

the extent of God's powor, how He has used it and does 

use 1t on earth and with men. If the 'mowledge is to 

be still more practical He must understand the relation 

of man, God's creature, to God Himself. Each general 

point in the reasoning process, however, must be divided 

inte its specific points of reasoning, so that each may 

’ ys drilled until it is learned. 

The danger connected with the use of such a tyne of 

instructicn is evident. The mere specific the points be- 

come, the more the learning of facts can be over-emphasized. 

When functions can be so broken dowm into "countless ca- 

pacities" in the manner which the theory of identical 

elements calls for, the instruction of definite sub- 

ject matter becomes nothing less than the drilling of k
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specific facts, and the more specific they are made, axe 

the better. Even in the example of the reasoning function 

given above, the learning can be so analyzed as te iIn- 

volve practically an infinite number of specific functions 

connected with specific facts. Some of the questions 

with their answers, which are given in connection with 

the irst Article, are: 

105. What is God? God is a spirit. He is eternal, 
everywnere prosent, all-lmowing, almighty, holy, 
just, faithful, kind, merciful, and gracious. 

111. why is God called "Father Almighty"? Because 
ile is the Maker and Preserver of all things. 

112. What was made by the word of the Lord? Heaven 
and earth. (Genel) 

115. Hence, what do you believe concerning yourself? 
God has made me. 

120. How may all creatures be classified? As visible 
and invisible. 

125. Yihat is the foremost among the visible crea- 
tures? Hane ; 

126. In whose image was man made? In God's image. 
127. In what respect was ne Tike God? He was holy 

and righteous. Eph.4:24. 

The answers to these and other similar and perhaps more 

specific questions about this article and its epplica= 

tion could legitimately, it seems, be required of ado- 

lescent confirmands, if the words of the article are to 

be more than just verbalized. According to the theory of 

identical elements each of the answers to the @ifferent 

questions should require the use of a separate, specific, 

mental function. Becausc of its specificity each fumetion 

  

39.A.li.Lange, Catechcotical Roviow, pp.S.9. 
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whilo Lt is being leamed cannot be influenced by the 

learning of another functicn. Nach must thersfore be 

icurnec separately by the most appropriate methed. The 

best method is assumed to be drill, since that employs 

frequent repetition and thereby strengthens the bond exe 

formed in the nervous system. 

Whon the functions connected with the answering 

of the questions become so particular, the questions 

asked by the teacher in order to obtain the uss of the 

functions must be particular. GQuesticns which must be 

very varticular become very factual, for particular or 

specific questions requirs specific answers, or, in a= 

nother word, factse Evcn when a question requircs one 

cr
 Oo use & reasoning fumetion in order to answer it, as 

it is mest evident in #111, #120, and #127 above, the 

answer itself is nothin more than a fact. The interroge- 

Gives like “why and "how", which are ordinarily used 

in such thought questions are just gonersal interpretations 

of the more specific interrogative vareses like "for 

whet reason,” "for what purpose,” and “in what way,” all 

of which indicate more definitely that a specific an- 

swer or fact should follow. 

“o repeat, becnuse of its specificity each function - 

must be “learned separately and by tho most appropriate x 

methed « drill, or repetition. Because the fact be- 

concs more prominent in the use of a separate function
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when that function In following the basic theory has 

been made more specific, the lesrning of the function 

becomes the learning of its fact to a grenter degree 

new than when the function had been more general. 

Moreover, the use of routine drill to reinforce the 

original impression in the nervous system helps to de- 

emphasize the moaningful use of the mental function and 

its objective, tho fact, by making it more like a habit. 

Both the drill and the emphasis upon specificity tend 

to disallow any necessity for the logical organization 

of facts. Tho learming or menorizaticn of the specific 

fast is thereby emphasized to the virtual exclusion of | 

other objectivos. 

Kushnert wrote in 1942 that the over-emphasis placed 

upon facts ag instructional objectives "characterized much 

of the religious instruction given in our Lutheran schools 

in former times, so that children's training was measured 

only in terms of doctrinal and historical facts acquired? 

It sesms quite improbable that these Lutheran teachers 

lnew about the thecry of identical elements and were put=— 

ting it into practice. It would be more probable of as- 

sunption that thoy had been influenced by the education- 

al thinking and methods of their time which had developed 

Girectly or indirectly through the theory. 

  

40. Theodore Kuehnert, Directing the Learner, p.d8. 
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Classroom practices in Inutneran schools were ob- 

served by Schmieding for several years before 1932 and 

were then listed in the Lutheran School Journal. One 

practico reflects the undue omphasis which some teachers 

placed upon the learning of facts. 

They / the teachers/ expect an inmediate reply 
from pupils to their questions and thereby dis~ 
courage and hinder thinking and intellectual de- 
velopment. One danger of the eatechizatior with 
too many small questions. 

Kochler had noticed the same teaching methed similarly 

abused in 1929. Ho wrote then that the use of only 

fact-quoestions or others, too, which required little 

thinking on the part of the pupils resulted in inef- 

fective teaching. ile added: 

. e » the answer of the child should not merely sive 
the fact that is printed in the book, but a thought, 
an idea, opinion, a judgment, which the child has 
formed on the basis of what the text or story says. “2 

Some teachers have becn making catechizations the 

chief form of instructicn at least as early as the second 

century after Christ when the so-called catechetical 

schcols were founded. In this modern era their abuse 

secms to have been noticed especially in the first decades 

  

41. Alfrod 3chnieding, "Tairty Classroom Practices 
Injurious to Good Teaching," Lutheran School Journal, 
IXVII, 9, (May, 1952), pe416. | ez 

42. E.WeKoehler, "Is Our Method of Teaching Religion| © 
as Effective as It Might Be?" Lutheran School Jowmal, 
EXIV 5 Ugo (July 1929) pup s245en Sane See
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ef the present contury. The portion of the catechiza- 

tion give: below shows how factequestions and rene~ 

tition may be unduly (as it appears to the writer) be 

      

ae ch ic BDesin the instruction 
atechumens 

@ e e s s e 

Aim: Dear Children! Ne would hear today that the 
Saviour wants to have also you chileren with nia Go 
HIESS Yote . 

Ze. vevelonins the truth from the intuit 
a Qle o ce oa fsuory of Joaus essing the 

dren./ Finally came the mothers, pressing through 
the crowd and bringing their childron to Jesus. Tho 
larser ones they lec by the hands; the smaller ones 
they carried in their arms. What was the Lord Je- 
sus te do for these Little ones? He was te touch and 
bless them. ‘That was a pious wish. These mothers had 
geen that the sick were healed; that tne blind ree 
ecived their sisnt, and that the lame walled when 
Jesus laid iis hand uson them. They nad also seen 
that ib was goed te be in the presence of Jesus, and 
head béneld how great a blessing came from dssus 
upon all when He touched. Was there something lack- 
tng, or were they sick? No. Then what kind of bless~ 

fap did tuese metzera want for their children if 
they were not sick? 4 blessing for their souls. Such 

it would have been, even if these mothers had not 

known what they wished for their children, They sure- 

ly wisned their children to become good, picus chil~ 

Gren. But Jesus had labored the whole day and was 

weary. What does onc desire when he is weary? “le 

seets rest. What would Jesus then gladly have done? 

He would cladly have rosted. »« e « iaersfore we 

lear from this story: desus wants the children to 

be with Tim, even when ile js wearge -le aivays as 
Eimo Tor them. let us any caac together. Againi A~ 

gaint Anna, say it alone. Frank, rspeat at. How I 

shall write it con the blackboard. , 

The Gisciples did uct wish to let the mothers 

cone to Jesus with their children because ‘ie was 

tired and needed rest. Can you give another reason 

way they probably wanted to turn these mothers a- 

way? Because they thought that Jesus could do nothing 

for these children. That Ye could be a Savicur for 

grewn folk they hed learned from His dealings with 
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them and others, but how could He help these little 
ones, wio could net even understand vhat Ne said? 
However, who must have trusted that He could give 
something to these children? The methers mist have 
so trusted. Otherwise what would they certainly not 
have done? They would not have tried so hard to force 
their way to Him with thelr children. Upon whose ~° 
side did Jesus place Wimself, that of the disciples 
or that of the mothers? Upon the side cf the mothers. 
What did He say that He could and would give the 
cnildren? The Kingdcem of Heaven. What are His exact 
words? . « e Let us note: Jesus can and will sive al- 
so children Wis heavenly gifts. Tet us repeat that 
Gogether a numoer of times. dokm, say it alono. 
Louis, do the sane. find now I shall also write this 
upon the blackboard. tlow many things have we thus 
fer learmed from cur history? Tro. Vhat is the first? 
Jesus wants the children to be with Him, cvoen when 
lle is weary. What is the second? Jesus,gan and will 
give also children His heavenly gifts. 

The game lesson continues in a similar vein with four 

more pages of small type. It covers the three remaining 

Nerbertian steps of comparison, valuation, and appli- 

cation. The lesson is concluded in the followings manners 

Yes, children, remain with Jim, with Jesus, with 
Sed your Father. And to this end may these heurs of 
religious instruction help - that you remain the 
children of Godt 

How open your catechisms and reac, pease 27: ("That 
« « » L may remain a child of God)"/sie/ (the lesson 
to be assigned). Also read the three Scripture pas~ 
sages found in that connection. You can all undoer- 
stand this now very well. Memorize the Scripture 
passages for tomorrow. But we first want to repeat 
cach of them several timss together. Read careful- 
ly that which is printed In large type. I shail 
ask you about it tomoprow. And now, since we have 
heen brought to Jesus by Baptism, have Cod as 
our Father, and therewith are in possession of 

salvation, let us sing a hym on Baptism. I will 
read the first verses and then you may read them. 
(Were the catechiet should paraphrase the cifiiguit 
words.) And finally we will sing them together.~ 

  

43, Reu, Catechetics, op.cit., pp.584-87. 
44, Ibid., pe
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The subject matter of this lesson is develoned and 

presented in a logical order. We need not just assume 

then that the writer fully understocd his material. But 

could we be sure, or even fairly sure, that also the 
x 

pupils understood this lesson after they had heard it? ; 

that, it seems, we are expected tc assume, for at no 

peint were the pupils required or asked to state their x 

own ideas of the story und its application.” The only 

evidence which the instructor might set forth to sup. 

port the claim of comprehension consists of the ansvers 

fgiven by the children to his questions snd also their 

repetition of the summery points sziven at the conclusion 

of each section. The place of repetition in learning 

will be discussed in a later section of this paper. 

Secause of the simple questions the great mejority of 

the answers should have required little mental effort 

for their formulation and repetition. They consisted 

of simple facts wnich could be represented in: single 

words or in simple phrases or sentences. The question to 

be asked in this connection is: Does the knowledse of a 

number of specific facts necessarily imply the under- 

    

45. There is no indication that the pupils’ compre- 
hension of the material would be measured at any later 
time other than in terms of the verbalization of three 
Seripture passages. It seems to be assumed that these 
passsges are understood because the previcusly related 
subject matter is assumed to have been understocd.
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standing of the meaning which the facts might give as 

a whole? The answor is obvious.*& Learning of facts 

is not hereby condermed. Certainly, comprohension or 

logical organization would be empty without the facts, 

for facts must be used as a basis for a judgment or 

suggestion or idea. Sut the learning of isolated items 

of informaticn can be over-emphasized and result in 

harm rather than in gocd as it was intended to be. 

Impression alone. . . leads to highly undesirable 
results in teaching. The "learning" of the child is 
apt to become mere memorizing of facts, whica ane 
often forgotten faster than they were learmed. 

By lts demands for specificity tho thoory of idon-= 

tical clements reduces suvject matter to scparate facts 

which must be learned separately. Because its foundation 

is the mechanical comectionist psychology the theory 

cannot find suitable oxplanations for bchavior on the 

hicher mental lovels. Ita followers have therefore con= 

tinued to emphasize specificity, and as a result in many 

cases, tho learning of facts. This thinking may have 

been one influence which caused prectice in Lutheran 

religious education to reflect the tendency toward factual 

learning as it has been evidenced in past yearse 

The emphasis placed upon havit formation, Lutheran 

  

46. Cf. Ruger's experiment, supra, pp.59-60. 
47. Kuehnert, Directing the Learner, Op.cite, DoS. 
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ecucaters and hemileticians have frequently stressed the 

necessity of applying the Word of Ged to the lives of 

recple. The application itself muy be of a general or spe-= 

cific nature, that is, the teaching may involve on the 

ene hand the development cf Ideals, attitudes, and ine 

sights, cr on the cther the performance of certain 

specified acts of behavior... Educational objcctives 

would ordinarily inelude both tynese 

Some teachers, moawever, might lay an udue empha- 

sis upon tie specific character of the anplication of 

thelr instructicn by requiring that the behavior of their \ 

pupils becom a mattor of habit. If that behavior which a 

is termed mral must be sterecotroed, there is socd reason 

to believe thet the relationship which is generally be- 

licved to exist vetwsen the two types of application has 

beon Gisearded in favor of a different relationshin. 

the attitudes, ideals, and insights are not considered 

the forces which mobivate the Individual te perfern 

specific deeds. By frequent repetition the specific acts 

of behavior sre to beccme habitual. The acts become sclf- 

nobivating. If attitudes, ideals, and insights are ccn- 

siderec valid objectives, 1t is likely asswaed that thoy 

are Seveloped automatically at the same time. Thus the 

specific tyne of application receives s rch grsater xX 

emphasis than the general typoe 

The over-emphasis of the specific form of applicae



  

&0 

tion may be explained in torms cf the theory umder 

consideration in the following manner. To a religious 

educator who favors the theory of identical clenments 

as it was originally propounded, honesty, for example, 

would not refer to a general, abstract ideal or atti- 

tude, but rather to a number of observable acts of simi- x 

lar behavior performed in various situations. Sach act = 

ef honesty is a specific piece of behavior. A child's 

honesty in returning to his mother the few nennies 

of loose chenge afisr purchasing sroceriss for her is 

different than the same child's behavicr in being henest 

with his mother when he tells her that he has saten the 

ccokies which she had wanted to save for dessert at the 

next meal. One is also forced to admit that raturmning 

two dollars received as chanss In «2 purchase cf grocer- 

jes involves a different act of honesty than the return- 

ing of only ten cents. Since these asts are not iden-= 

tical, cach must be learned separately, for the learn- 

ing of one cannot Influence the learning of the other. 

In order to reinforce the bond or bonds necessary for 

each response, the act should be repeated frequently 

mtil 1t becomes a habit. If one is a consistent ad- Na 

vocate of the theory of identical clements, he would 

submit this as his methcd of instruction for the train- 

ing of charactor. Of course, the mere different ele- 

nents of behavior the instruction would include, the 

greater opportunity there should be for transfer. Thus
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all application is specifics there are no such things 

as general attitudes or ideals. The whole emphasis is 

placed unon the performance of specific deeds. 

Lutheran literature has not raised the banner for 

a religion of deeds alone. It has pointed out, however, 

such tendencies in the practice of its teachers end pas- 

tors. In 1943 Stellhorn wrote that "we are now probably 

inclined toward pressure on deeds, legalistic driving, 

and moralination."*8 Legalism denctes a slavish keeping 

of regulations, while moralization involves an attempt 

to build character by the use of "Thou shalt... ." 

and "dnou shalt not... ."49 any religious instruction 

based upon such concepts can tend to make of religion 

only a "mere code of action and body of religious coxer- 

cises."9 

The tendencies in Lutheran circles noted or inti- 

mated by the men cited above very probably do not re= 

flect the placenent of an exclusive emphasis upon the 

learning of specific behavior as demanded by the theory 

of identical elements. Uut the fact that there have been 

  

48. A.C.Stellhorn, "Intellectualism in Religion," 
Iutheran School Journal, LXXVIII, 8, (April, 1945) ,p.349. 

49. £. Froehlich, "Distinction Between Horalizing 
and Christian Training," Lutheran School Journal, LXXXI, 
10, (June, 1946), pp. 458-40. ; 

50. R-Caemmerer, "A Wonderful and Horrible Thing," 
The Lutheran Witness, LXVIL, 5, (February 10, 1948), v.56. 
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and are notices of trends in that direction is e- 

nougn to justify the warmings. that have been given. 

Repetition is the mother of a1] learning. Repebi- 

tion has been rsgarded generally us a fundamental fac. 

tor in the learning process. Repetition is fundamental, 

but only if it is mderstcod correctly. 

The connectionist and the believer in the theory 

of identical elements conceive of learning as the forma- 

tien of bonds. In order that these bonds mignt de streng- 

thened, the elements of behavior which they represent must 

be repexted frequently until they nave become fixated. 

Thorndike's law of exercise was formed on the basis of 

this reasoning. According te this law, if real leaming 

is to Lake pleco, the bond must be exercised, that is, 

the person must repeetedly make the same response to 

one stimulus. 

fie Jaw of exercise, or the law of use, or frequency, 

us it has been otherwise stated, has been ford to be in- 

accurate when considered as an absolute rule. Experiments 

reveal that such exercise or repetition does not in and 

of itself produce learning. Thorndike himself has been 

very prominent in showing that the law should be qualified. 

  

51. Cf. Edward Thorndike, The Psychology of Wants, 
Interests and Attitudes, 1955, np. 145. iilso see Lings= 

ley, mie Nature and Conditions of Learning, op.cit., 

ppe 70-71.
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& more accurate picture may be gained of the 

role which repetition should play in education if learn- 

ing is viewed in one sense as tho modification of be- — ae 

havicr. Thus learning requires that a change take place 

in the mental, emoticnal, or physical activity cf an in- 

dividual. If an identical eiement of behavior is repsated 

over and over again without a change in any phase of that 

performance in the individual, learming does not occur. 

Behavicr will be modified only when the performance is 

altered in sorie way. If repetition is interpreted hroad- 

iy and not as an identical recurrence of a stimulus~-re- 

sponse element, it may be recognized as a fundamental 

condition of learning because it can provide opportuni- 

ties for the alteraticn cf a function and its performance 

through stabilization, revision, or other forms of riodi- 

fication. A skillful teacher should therefors employ 

reviews which give the learner a chance, for example, 

to correct the crrors in his previous response. He x 

should offer drills which enable the pupil to improve 

his own methed of perfcrmance or to develop a more ef-= 

ficient one. A skillful teacher should also counteract 

the possible ineffectiveness of any type of repetition 

by providing for attention, interest, and purpose on 

the part of the pupi1.52 

  

52. Cf. Kingsloy, op.cit., pp.69-75. 
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The cold maxin, Repetition is the mother of learn- 

ing, seems to be woll-lmowm amcng Lutheran educators. It 

has also ordinarily been interpreted correctly.° The 

cases in which repetition is advocated without the proper 

and necessary explanation, such as thet in a recent 

Lutheran Witness editorial, appear to be exceptions 

to the general practice. 

A scemingly improper use of repetition was referred 

to in connecticn with Reu's examole of a catechization x 

cited in part in a previous section. Although this ex- 

ample did not reflect it, Reu elsewhere in his books 

dees appear to sense the value of a broad, non-litcral 

definition of repetition.2 He also realizes the place 

of purpose in learning, but he seems to have subordi- Je 

nated it too greatly to general terms which have not 

been clearly defined and which therefore may call ~ 

forth connotations of mechanical practice in the minds 

of his readers. 

The teacher will remember the vast importance of 

55. Cr. Kuelmert, Directing the Learner, op.cit. 
ppe51.52.79. Also see "fhe Conversion of Sub ect z 
iaterial inte Educaticnal Values," Lutheran Schocl Jour- 
nal, opecite, plZ6 
zo . hartin Sommer, "Repetitions Are Importent," 
The Iutheran Witness, LXVI, 26, (December 30, 1947) ,p.425. 
—— “S5. Reu, How fo Teach in the Sunday School,op.cite, 
ppesO&ff. 
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repetition, of exercise in well-doing, of familiar 
acquaintance with it, and will thus, by purroseful 
habituation, lay the foundations of a Christian 
ehsracter.” 

Of special interest 1s the fact that in 1926 one 

contributor to the Lutheran School Journal set forth a 

principle of lesernirig which affected repetition. The 

principle was recognized at the time but was not accord- 

ed Gue prominence until about five years later. He sup- 

ported the law of effect which Thorndike later found up- 

_on the basis of his oxneriments should precede the law 

of exercise in importance .o7 

It is not the length of time spent on a lesson nor 
the number of repetitions elone that fixes a lesson 
in the pupil's mind, but it is the "vividagss of the x 
impression" which causes nim to remember. 

Repetition has been and is an important factor in 

the instruction of Lutheran religious educators. How- 

ever, it would be unwise to attempt from the few articles 

at hand to determine a prevailing attitude toward it. We 

can say only that a lmowledze of its implications as it 

is empluyed by the connectionist psychology and by the 

theory of identical elements demands that ali educators 

make a thorough study of its true place in the learning 

process. 

  

- 56. Reu, Catechetics, op.cit., pe259. 
57. cf. Thorndilce > The Bayaholony of Wants. « « 5 

onecit.,p 145. 

5S. George Jung, “Interest an Important Factor in ; 
Ndueation," Lutheran School Journal, Lil, 12,(October, 1926), 
p64.
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Summary and Concluding Remarks 

Explanation of the theory. In their experiments Thorn- 

dike and Woodworth found that mental functions were high- 

ly specialized. Their experimental results also showed 

very little transfer, indicating to them that the use 

of one mental power did not influence or carry over to 

the use of ancther. They concluded that transfer oc- 

curred only when specific, identical elements, which 

involved the use of the specific functions, appeared 

in two situations. 

the elements themselves are characterized according 

to the identity of substance and the identity of pro- 

cedure. The connectionist psychology, which explains be- 

havior by the formation of bonds or pathways in the 

nervous system reaching from the stimulus point through 

tne synapse to the point of the response, is the basis 

for the theory of identical elements. 

Opposing evidence and arguments. Lashley's experi- 

nents produced striking evidence against the connection- 

ist's picture of a definite bond and its reinforcement 

by exercise, and a correlative theory postulating the 

formation of equivalent bonds during the repetition of 

a specific act of behavior. He also reported evidence 

which shewed that the staovility of a synapse did not 

depend upon the degree to which its resistance had been
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lowered by repetition of the response. 

The claim that transfer should occur in proportion 

to the degree of similarity between two functions wes 

contested by Orata after he had reviewed several perti- 

nent experiments, and by Allport who referred to emo~ 

tional learning and its extensive transfer. 

The small amount of transfer which resulted from 

Tnormdike's experiments is showm to have been caused 

apparently by his method of training his subjects. His 

routine drill is contrasted with other methods of pro- 

cedure which produced large amounts of transfer. 

The experimental results of Ruger, Koehler, and 

others revsal thet mental functions need not be only 

specific. Allport and Bode point out that generalised 

personality traits cannot be localized in the nervous 

system nor should they be allowed to become mechanical 

Pesponsese 

Stating that transfer may occur -when identical 

elements exist in two situations is no more than a nats 

forthe fact of what may happen. A true theory of trans-~ 

fer must actually explain the process by which the iden- 

tical elements are perceived or identified. 

Routine drill and habit formation appear to be the 

chief methods applied by followers of the theory of i- 

Gentical elements. The tmeffectiveness and apparent 

falsity of the theory 1s seen when such a type of in- 

struction which allows little or no opportunity fer
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logical organization and the learning of principles of 

behavior regularly develops products who show little 

transfer even in the important areas of character and 

civic responsibility. 

The theory in Lutheran religious education. in the 

writer's knowledge of Iuthoran educational litereture, 

Schmieding has entered the only direct reference - 2 

criticism - to the connectionist psychology. 

The requirement of specificity of mental functions 

in the theory of identical clements ordinarily leads 

to the placing of an over-emphasis upon the leaming or 

memorization of facts. Lutheran religious instruction 

appears to have reflected this tendency in its use of 

cutechizations in past years. 

The formation of habits which the identical ele- 

ment theory of transfer desires implies that an in- 

tensive emphasis be placed upon the nerformance of spe=- 

cific deeds. Sevoral writers have noted trends in this 

direction in Lutheran circles. 

If repetition is to serve as an effective factor in 

the learming process of an individual, it should provide 

eccasions for him to modify his behavior. liost of tne 

Lutheran writers who have referred to repetition have 

advised that it be used in this manner. 

Concluding remarks. Tho idea that transfer depends 

wpon the community between two activities hes been a  
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valuable contribution of the theory of identical ele- 

ments to the further study of the transfer problem. The 

fact that this theory rested its case upon a mechanical- 

ly-directed interpretation of behavior was its chief 

objectionable feature. We cannot, however, discount 

entirely all the findings and suggestions cf the con- 

nectionist just because he has given his »ssychology tco 

particular an explanation, and also because we have 

counter evidence presented by Lashley's experiments. 

Mere recent investigations combine with past findings 

to produce a somewhat clearer picture of man's neuro- 

logical structure and its role in the learning pro- 

COSS. 

The synaptic resistance theory of learning, for 

example, is now explained in svch a manner that it seems 

to fit in with the more recently recognized principles 

of learning. Ruch would consider it still a nunch, how- 

ever, much less a hypothesis, since it has not been 

tested by any crucial experiments .°9 

After considering other sinilar studies, some 

neurologists and psychologists interpret Iashley's ex- 

perimental results in a way which differs slightly 

from his conclusions. Although leaming in general has 

  

59. Floyd Ruch, Psychology and Life, pp. 691-95.
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been observed to be independent of definite connections 

between specific nourons in the human cerebral cortex, 

certain general association areas which control phases 

of learning appear to be localized there. Instead of 

going to the extreme, therefore, and following Lashley's 

concept of a “mass-action theory" of the brain, these 

men sugsest hypotheses which are more in line with the 

generally accepted conception of the neural arc .90 

It is possible: that the transfer process may yot 

be explained in neurological terms which will be more 

agrecseble to modern psychclogists and educators than 

were those employed by the theory of identical elements. 

  

60. E.Boring, H.Langfeld, H.Wield, et.al., Intro- 
auction to Psycholory, p.244. Ruch, on.cit., ppe70l= 
W15e
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CHAPTER IV 

THE THEORY OF GENERALIZATION 

Explanation of the Theory 

Origin. The carly educators and psychologists who 

were faced with the problem of combatting formal disci- 

pline had devised a form of education whose content was 

defined in specific terms. Specific Imowledse and spe- 

cific habits were emphasized, and, as was expected, a 

limited amount of tho training transferred. 

Later educators and ynsychologists began to doubt 

that a limitation of transfer could be placed unon all 

leaming. Their experiments bore witness to the truth 

behind their doubts and resulted in the formulation of 

the theory of generalization. 

According to this theory transfer is the effect 

of a thought prooeas known as generalization by which 

the individual is able to identify elements common to 

two or more situations. Charles Judd defines this pro- 

cess in this way: 

Generalization is another name for the relating of 
experiences in such a way that what is gained at 
one point will redound to the advantage of the jn- 
dividual in many spheres of thought and action. 

  

1. Charles Judd, Educational Psychology, p14.
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This theory with its supporting evidence states that 

generalization is a conscious process. There is no direct 

assertion that the result of the process, which is ordi- 

narily some type of principle, be verbalized or uwiver- 

balized, although most of the experiments and the con- 

clusions dravm from them appear to have the former in 

mind. 

Experimental evidence for conscious generalization. 

Judd's experiment with two groups of fifth and sixth 

grede boys and their attempts to hit an under-water tar- 

ect with darts is a classic in this field.” The test 

required a certain anount of adjustment on the part of 

the subjects, since they first had to get used to the 

apparent displacement of the target caused by the ro- 

fraction of the light from the object. 

‘ne first of the two equated groups gained ex- 

perience without instruction. Explanation of the prin- 

ciple of refraction with reference to the case at hand 

was given the second group first before they were per- 

mitted to acquire experience. Scores on the first trial 

revealed that both took the same length of time to a- 

chieve skill in hitting the target which was twelve inches 

beneath the water level. 

For the second trial the target was placed only 

ag ae a PE ES 

2. Ibid., pp.507-09.
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four inches under the water, causing a change in its 

apparent displacement. This became a source of confu- 

sion to the boys who had not received instruction in 

the principle of refraction. The others, however, a- 

dapted themselves readily. With the skill they had 

acquired while making the necessary adjustment to a new 

situation in the first case, they were new ready to ap= 

ply with case and speed the pattern of association which 

they had perceived existed between the principle and 

the practical case of the situation similar to the pre- 

vious one. 

After they had mastered one practical situation and 
had comprehended it in the light of their theoretical 
knowledge, they wero able to solve rapidly and with 
all the advantages of seneralized experience a new 
problem wpich involved both practical adjustment and 
analysis. 

Juda distinguishes between learning of the progres- 

sive type, which involves an ability to make generali- 

zations and sc have transfer, and learning of the non- 

progressive type which he describes as the acquisition 

of an item of Imowledze stored away in the memory in 

souc way that renders it of no practical value in the 

future. In this connection he reletes the example of 

an oxamination question given to pupils with a suitable 

background of courses in arithmetic, algebra, geometry, 

  

3. Ibid., p.509.
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and physics: "The specific gravity of the curth is 5.6. 

What is the weight of the earth?"4 

the majority of the pupils felt that they did not 

have the knowledge required for the problem's solution 

and so did not even try to give an answer. Cthers stayed 

with the problem longer until they found that they need- 

ed to know the weight of an amcwnt of water waich was e- 

qual in size to the dimensions or volume cf the carth, 

Some dropped out at this point. é 

Still others, a very small minority, recognized a 

relation to facts which they had learned before; one 

gran Of water is the weight of cne cubic centimeter 

of water, and a meter is one ten-millicnth of the 

surth's quadrant. They went on to solve the prorlem. All 

the pupils imew the metric system, but only a few had 

an appreciation of its possible applications and had 

done more than just memorizo the contents of a set of 

tables. 

They hed wore intellectual associations and more 
possibilities of now associations than did the pupils 
whese ideas were limited to snecific tmovledse. Thoir 
Imowledge was of a form which made possible generali- 
zationge 

This case makes clear the conclusion that the most 
effective use of knowledge is assured not through 
the acquisition of any particular item of experience 
but only through the establishment of associations 
which llluminate and expand an item of experience 
so that it has general valve. 

  

4. Ibid., ppe498-99. 
5. Ibid., ppe499-500. 
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These test results indicate a superiority of generalized 

over specialized experience. 

Available data dealing with the methods by which 

transfor is effected in various mental prccesses wore 

surveyed by Davis. He found that when -techniques of mem- 

origins were consciously generalized, greater transfer 

resulted than when some vegue, general training or sys- 

ten cf improverent was employed.® 

In his study of perception, observation, and dis- 

crimination he located some evidence which favored the 

generalized training slightly. ? 

Gray compared two types of learning when he tested 

two groups of subjects after practicing them on dif-= 

ferent types of material.® The first Poe worked with 

subject matter in which they had Little or no oppor- 

tunity to discover any relaticnships or to apply gen-= 

eralized principles. Tie second set practiced with mater= 

fal which required the use of systematic relationships 

for its understanding. In the final test Group I made 

a score of 31.9% of the possible transfer effects while 

Group II showed a tally of 51%. Davis writes: 

The students whe had discovered the advantages of ap~ . 

  

6. Robert Davis, Psychology of Learning, pe. 240. 
T. Ibid. sy. De 242.6 vests 

&, C.i.Gray, "A comparison of two types of learn- 
ing by means of a substitution test," Journel of Edu- 

cational Esychology, 1918, 9, pp.145-55, reported in - 
Davis, OpeCite, Dpecto-446
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plying a general principle to one situation, when 
faced with a new situation of a problematic nature, 
began immediately to search for a general scheme or 
design in the material to which they could relate 
the individual items for purpose of ready mempriza- 
tion and recall. Their plan was to learn quickly the 
general scheme; later they ysed it as a means of 
finding the separate items. 

When another student practiced her geometry pupils 

in the solution of problems according to Dewey's five 

steps in logical thinking, she fowumd that they revealed 

greater improvement than a control group which did not 

receive the special training. They also showed ability 

to use the same thinking techniques in solving prob- 

lems in other situations.2° 

ieredith attempted to find the influence which 

training in the defining of scientific words would 

show upon the subject's ability to define ordinary 

words. Of the three groups used, one received no train- 

ing; the second was trained in a routine method in de- 

fining scientific terms; and the third or experimental 

group spent part of its practice period in instruction 

in the techniques of definition and in wderstanding 

the process of defining. The last group was the best 

not only in a test of the definition of the scientific 

words, but also in the transference of their ability to 

  

‘. 9, Davis, o eOlte, pp 245-44. 
10. E.P.Johnson, Teaching pupils the conscious use 

of the techniques of thinking, Mathematics Teachers 1924, 

17, ppe191-201, reported in Davis, OpeClbe, Dperss—45~  
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defining the ordinary words.22 

rom his investigation Davis concluded that a 

training in the conscious use of learning techniques 

will transfer to many situations. 

Experiments with animals show a similar ability to 

Generalize. 4 standard test trains the animal to go to 

ons of the three illuminated windows before which it 

a. t is placed. (See the figure.) 

Be 20 40 60 

De 10 20 40 

Ceo 4 &0 100 

Examples of three sets of lights ysed in a visual 
discrimination test for animals. ~ 

4 na 
i, 9 the animal is trained to go to the forty-watt light 

an the first set, in the retests it will generalize tts } 

experience and advance to that light which possesses the 

same gradient relation to the rest of the set of three 

lights Ceapite the difference in intensity or ~ 

possible different position.!> 
Lashley performed an unusual test with a numbor of 

normal pats which had learned one of the mazes. He re=- 

  

ll. Ge. Neredith, "Consciousness of method as a 
mcuns of transfer of training," Forum of Educaticn, 
1027, 5, pped’-45, reported in Davis, Opec Pect5e 

ig. Cf. George tiartuann, Educaticnal Psycholory »p.519-6 
15.6 ibides ppecdl&-19.~
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moved the wire mesh cover from the entire maze box and 

then blocked the entrence to the maze. Of the twenty 

animals placed in turn in the starting compartment, five 

leaped across the tops of the partitions in a nearly 

direct line to the food box, while most of the others 

jumped into the first alley and took the regular ccurse. 

The five, it seems, must have formed some sort of generai- 

ization through their previous practice as to the line 

between the starting and end boxes, for they had nevor 

travelled the direct route before. 

Lashley also observed the behavior of animals tra- 

versing a previously learned maze after spinal or cere-= 

bellar injuries to their motor areas. He saw one fall at 

every step but still reach tne food box by a series of 

lunges; another could use only his forepaws to drag 

himself through; another made a perfect run without en- 

tering any blind alleys even though he had to roll over 

completely to make each turn. Each retained the sense 

of the general directicn despite his inability to use 

needed motor responses. Lashley concluded: 

The available evidence seems to justify the conclu- 

sion that the most important features of the maze 

habit are a generalization of direction from the 

specific turns of the maze and the development of 

sone central organization by which the sense of 

general direction can be maintained in spite of 

great variations, 9i posture and of specific direc- 

tion in running. 

  

14. Lasnley, brain Mechanisms and Intelligence, 
op cite, pp.156-58.   
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Further evidence for the theory of generalization 

is taken from statistics on the agencies of transfer. 

In his 1935 study Oretea calculated that 70% of 211 the 

experinents and investigations performed since 1900 

affirmed the general cheracter of experience and there- 

fore supported tonscious gereralization as the most 

effective means of transfer.2? 

Definition of the theory. With such evidence on 

their side as that given above, Charles Judd and other 

prominent psychologists have been able to formulate a 

theory which will allow for the transfer of wnlimited 

amounts of learning. 

They recognize, first of all, the fact that the 

susjects in their tests who exhibited the mest transfer 

effects are those whe learned a principle, or an ef- 

fective method of working with their subject matter. 

Neither the principles nor the methods learned can be 

described as specific items of information or specific 

habits which must be restricted in their use as reac- 

tions to one stimulus; rather they are generalized forms 

which can be called forth by any number of different 

stimuli. The new theory, now, does not explain trans- 

fer by substituting these forms for the specific elements. 

  

15. Orata, "Iransfer of Training. . . 5" The liathe- 

matics Teachor, op.cit., p267-.  
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The identical clements still remain in the situations 

ready to be porceived. The new theory attempts to ex-- 

plain, however, how the identical elements are identi- 

fied by suggesting that the identification is effected 

through a process or tyne of behavior called generali- 

zation. Thus it is not the result of the mental process - 

the generalized form In terms of a principle or method, 

one intcrpretation of the word generalizaticn - but it. 

is the process itself which forms the essence of the 

theory of generalization. 

In the words of dudd, “generalization is the search 

for, and the discovery of, the samo characteristic in 

many situations that at first sight do not appear to be 

alike "16 

On the basis of this definition the pupils who 

took the vhysics examination, the observation of which 

is recorded in the previous section, may be divided in-. 

te three groups. The first group did not even attempt 

to scerch for any facts which might be known to them and 

which could help them solve the problem. The second set 

displayed some transfer effects from their previous 

courses, but they did not continue their search; they 

stopped short of total discovery. The last few searched 

for and discovered all the facts necessary for solution 

  

IG. Judd, Educational Psychology, opecit.,p.255~
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of the problem. They used tne process of genereli- 

gation and through it transferred knowledge learned at 

another time to a current situation. In other words , 

in goneralizing they grouped the facts they had learned 

and the experiences they had had into a certain pattern 

or around a certain principle which caused them to 

see that cheracteristics in the problem before then 

were the same as those in their own lmowledge and exe 

perience. { 

A comparisdn of the two prominent theories of 

transfer should he1p to clarify the meaning of generali- 

zation still more. Both explanations of transfer in- 

volve the percepticn of identical elements in twe situ- 

ations. The distinction betweon the two from this point 

on is well stated by Oratas 

The difference between Thorndike and Judd is this: 
fc Thorndike the identical elements are the cause, 
whereas to Judd they are the effect of transfers 
When two situations are identical the problem of 
transfer disappears, and as dudd points out the 

process of discovering the identical elements by 
roneralization and application is what constitutes 

transfor of training. ine only entity that is iden- 

tical in both situations before transfer takes place 

4s the individual himself. Thorndike maintains that 

the identical elemonts are inherent in nature await- 

ine notice, whereas Judd holds that they are to be 
scovered in much the same wey that a scientist dis- 

Covers scientific laws and principles. If Thorndi 

is right then all goneralizations should have been 

made at the beginning of time except those that a- 

rise as a result of me burl Oyo es im nase 

analysis, Thorndike holds ne identical cle- 
ae are lozical in nature, whereas Judd maintains 
that they are psychologicess in the former trans- 

fer takes place automatically if it takes place 

\
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at all, whereas to the latter, transfer is very 
Lurgely consciously and deliberately worked for l? 

dude's theory demands then that the student be ace 

tively engaged in finding the identical elements. The 

transfer is nob considered a ferce In itself which ine 

pocos itself upen the student, thereby causing the ane 

sarnnce of trensfer effects. the theory cf generalicae 

  

    

  

17. Orata, "“ransfor of Training. . . ," The Hatha- 
matics Teacher, Opecli«e, pal. 

in recent years Thorndike seems to have dram 
icsser te the theory of generalisation. Some of his 
tatougnts appear almost foreign to the original theory 

centical elements. The Pollewing quotation is taken 
from Grate. He vosgins Dy citing a paragraph taken fron 
ziementary Principles of Education written by Thorndike 
and Gates in ives “Studies of the transfer of training 
alse have shown that the metheds used in guiding the 
puplis!t learning activitiss have marked effect upon 
the Ceasree of Lronsfer. The more clearly the crucial 
Glencnts cr fact or principle in a situation is brought 
te the puplits attention tie more readily the samc cle- 
ment or fact or principle may be identified in another 
Situations »« e e ii & Giild chserves, cespite ee dite 
ferences in details in a new mechsmical pusgie, that the 
Viveal princinie £5 tie same as in puzzles previously 
solved, the solution is more likely to be achieved than 
wien the common princivle is not identiried.'/Ttalics 
are Orata’s/ Lote tne torms 'principle,' ‘despite many 
aifferences in details,' and the previso with rererence 
to the effect of methods of teaching upon the ‘degree 
of transfer.' the quotation sounds very much like cne 
from Judé, sc much in fact that severai writers have 
mada a claim to the efvect that Thorndike and Judd are 
iu fundamental agreement on thés’ issue. This reminds 
us of the reply made by Judd to s question raisec by 
@ student tn his class, after cudd commented cn the 
theory ef identical elements as to whether or not he 
and Thorndixe are net roally in agreement. Like s 
flash of lighining dudi said: 'Zayoe so, ond it pleases 
me immensely to learn from you thet liew York is coming 
Closer te Chicago.!" orata, Lbide, ppe270-71l. 
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tion retains the human element. The transfer re- 

mains dependent upon the individual himself. If 

he generalizes, he will be able to display transfer ef- 

fects. 

Judd describes the methods employed in the process 

of generalization by referring to the type of instruc~ 

tion given in classrooms. Tne blame for the failure of 

so many science and mathematics courses of the past can 

be laid at the feet of teachers who merely drilled on x 

isolated facts and authoritative statements. If students ‘ 

are to derive benefit from such courses, they should be 

lec through the instruction to see that the various 

points of mathematics and science “all group themselves 

into related systems of generalizations."18 In order 

that the points and their "generalizations" or princi- 

ples might be transferred, the students should learn 

them through the use of the same modes of thought and 

behavior employed by the mathematicians snd sctontists 

who formulated the subject content. 

Some of the types of mental activity to be developed 

are abstraction, analysis, comparison, and judgment. 

Tiese are not specific items of experience, but rather 

general methods of thought. They are evidences of, or 

they are themselves, the chief functions of the mind. 

  

18. Judd, Educational Fsychology, op.-cit.,pp.515-14. 
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They and the results they produce are "the highest a- 

chievements of the mind," to which conclusion "all the 

findings of psychology end all the experiences of the 

school contribute."29 mein development should be among 

the prominent objectives of all instruction. 

The highest powers of the mind are general, not par- 
ticular. . emental development consists not in stor- 
ing, the mind with items of knowledge nor in train- 
ing the nervous system to perform with readiness 
particular habitual acts but rather in equipping the 
jadi isval Le oe PCHOn to think abstractly and 

g! e 

The process of genoralization may be defined then 

as the functioning of the modes of thought described 

above sand of similar ones. General ideas, principles, or 

also "generalizations," are the results of the function- 

ing of such mental powers. Thus transfer occurs when an 

individual, through the process of generalization, formas 

& general principle or"generalization" which enables him 

to recognize a characteristic in a second situation which 

is identical with a characteristic noted in a previcus 

situation. 

Educational implications. It is obvious that teachers 

should so instruct students that they will be able to 

adjust themselves intelligently to all situations of life. 

Placing the emphasis of the instruction upon the acqui- 

  

19. Judd, Psycholosy of Secondary Education, pe441. 

20. Ibid. i  
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sition of specific items of informaticn and of spe- 

cific acts of behavior cannot possibly prove te antici- 

pate correctly all conditions that may arise. Students 

should rather be taught general methods of intelligent 

adjustment which will fit all points of life. According 

to Judd teachers should, in other words, develop in their 

students the mental process of generalization. They should 

emphasize general principles, and methods of analysis and 

of abstract thinking. Achievement of these objectives 

weuld depend, of course, mors upon the method of in- 

struction than upon any subject natter content. 

In arithmetic, for exannle, teachers should not 

find it most important tc teach the simple facts and 

processes. They should widerstand that students should 

be aided above all in generalizing and applying their - 

arithmetical knowledge and the fundemental processes 

of ‘mathematics which they have learned. They should 

teach directly for transfer. 

Sorenson points out the importance of spplying 

imewledge and of noting relaticnships in all suvjects. 

In order to get the most out of any topic of study, 

its rolationship to others should be pointed out by 

the teacher. In addition, she should encourages her 

pupils to look for relationships. Experimentation on ° 

transfer has made it clear that we cannot expect 

much unless teacher and pupil are conscious of the 

  

21, Ibid., pp.414-15.  
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interrelationship of lmowledge and attempt to 
generalize Imowledze or apply it widely. 

Teachers should werk for wide application cf the 
facts, theories, and principles discusscd in: the 
classroom. The teacher who has a faculty of drave 
ing her examples from many fields makes her pupils 
conscious of tho interrelationships of facts and 
principles and their wide application. 

The few educational implications of the theory of 

generalization which have been noted here can be summed 

up vy supplying the correct references to the steps in 

the following general instructional procedure, Cnce 

teachers have indoctrinated themselves well in the 

chief cbjectives of education, they should organize 

their suoject matter accordingly. The next point of pro- 

cedure in the process of achioving transfer results in 

the student is tho use of effective methods of presen- 

tation which should be devised with the express purpose 

in mind of attaining the ultimate educational aims 

which were set up previously. The objectives cannot be 

achieved automatically. if there is to be transfer, it 

should be taugut for directly by the best means possible. 

For Judd and his followers, tnese means are all condi- 

ticns which give opportunity for generalizing and apoply- 

ing lmowledge. Keasurement of the attainment of the ob- 

jectives should continue througnout the period of in- 

struction. 

  

22. Herbert Sorenson, Psychology in Education ,p e095. 

2536 Ibid., poco.
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Generalization as the development of concepts sand 

neonings poe So far in this chapter we have presented 

evidence for, defined, and discussed some inplicaticns 

of, the theory of generalization. We have considered 

generalization a mental process which operates with 

various modes of thinking, or methcds of thousht-behavior. 

Several oducators have developed this theory still more 

by investigating and defining more clearly the materials 

with which abstract thinking is carried on. Words sre 

ordinarily considered the chief instruments most common- 

ly employed in thinkins, especially on higher levels 

of mental activity. Language is therefore understood 

to be the most important tool of generalizaticn, also. 

Peter Sandiford, Boyd Bode, and Pedro Orata were 

among the first to point language to its proper place 

in the process of the transfer of training.“ It hes 

been the latter two men especially who have explained 

transfer in terms of meanings and concepts. By explain- 

ing these terms and descriding their development we 

shall be able to see their connection with generaliza- 

tion and transfer. 

  

24. Cf. Boyd Bode, Modern Educational Theories, 

pp .202-2185 Peano Crata, ane theory of Tdentical =le- 

ments, pp.158.165-67.170-"13 Herbert’ Sorenson ,o «Cite, 
pedod; Frank tiller, “Transfer of Training, Lutheran 

School Journal, LXXVIII, &, (April, 1945), pp.co2-54. 

S35. its importance had been recognized by Judd in 

1927. Cf. his Psycholozy of Secondary Education,pp.417.419. 
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Neaning refers to the- sigpnificance which scmething 

has for an individual. Meaning must be interpreted in 

terms of individual persons since an object like a tree, 

for example, need not mean the same thing to any two 

perscns. A tree may mean shade from the blazing sumlight 

to one individual, while to another the same tree may 

represent a good example of a certain species cf plant 

life. The importance of meaning is this that it can be 

detached from the object to which it refers. it can be 

abstracted and used by the individual in his thinking 

without having the object itself present. Such a de- 

Stacted meaning is wiat is comionly called a concept. 

fhe importance ef ea concept for the transfer pro- 

cess is that it need not be restricted to only one mean= 

ing. One concert may include any number of different 

meanings. ‘o one person the concept of tree may include, 

besides the two meanings given above, others such as 

a beautiful sight with the white snow lying on its 

evergreen branches; an cbject under which it may be 

dengezous to dtand during a certain type of storm; anc 

an excellent opportunity to provide the border needed 

in the photographing of a scenée Every time the person 

adis a new meaning of tree to his total expericnce, his 

concept of tree has been brosdened. Phe breacer the con=- 

capt becones, the more it is generalized. 

If concept were considered as a group or ecllection
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of unchangeable responses restricted to definite stinu- 

11, we would be returning to a mechanistic psychology of 

learning. The meanings in a concept are not restricted 

to the objects or situations from which they were origi- 

nally derived. Therefore, they can be applied in any 

way to any similar object or situation. We may explain 

this in the following way. No situation is exactly the 

same as its preceding prototyne when it is seen in ree 

laticn to its whole environment. The opportunity is 

therefore presented to the individual to modify his 

reaction to fit the situation. If he has detached 

meanings and formed a concept previously, he should 

also be able to remake this concept, which is flexible, 

and to apply wholes or parts of the meanings necessary 

in order to deal satisfactorily with the situation fac- 

ing him. i 

This power to deal with new situations comprises the 

essence of the transfer process. If this power is under- 

stood to come through concepts, the concepts and their 

meanings cannot be considered as fixed identities. They 

must be flexible and modifiable, in order that the indi- 

vidual may meet all situations, however different they 

may be. 

According to Bode and Orata, transfer then is a 

process of extending and applying meanings to new situ- 

ations in order to deal with them satisfactorily. 
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If education follows the theory involving concepts, 

it becomes a process of concept-formation. Schools ate 

tempt then to encournaze their students to form new con- 

copts, to gain new meanings, and to enrich the others 

they already have. They may do this by giving their students 

new experiences from which to derive meanings. Tie ex=- 

periences may be personal or vicarious, although the fox- 

mer are ordinarily better. 

Aids to the enriching of mesnings and concents ine 

clude in general an environment conducive to the de- 

velopment of independent and effective thinking. Proper 

organization of material, and the provision of oppor= 

tuinitics for oxperimentation, inquiry, interpretation, 

and the use of the library all contridute to the develop= 

ment of meanings and concepts. 

Tne relation between this explenation of transfer 

vin concepts and meanings and the theory of generaliza- 

tion cen be seen readily. Conceyt sees to ‘be a broader 

erm than generalization and closer to the working matorl- 
a Ne ee cr

 

als of human boings - words. Although the concent theory 

explains transfer in e similar one. 41% appears to be the 

more inclusive theory, for ita terminology would seem to 

inelvde the process of generalization, and also "sonerali- 

ations" or principles, among its component parts. 

The unverbalized awareness method of generaliza— 

tion. Another suggestion for the explanation of the 

transfer problem was offered by Gertrude Hendrix in the 
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December, 194'7, nunber of the Elementary School Journal.?§ 

In attempting to determine whether the manner of learn- 

ing a "generalization" would affect the amount of trans- 

fer, she fownd that becoming aware of the principle but 

leaving it unverbalized excelled the other methods with 

which it was compared, 

The experiment was performed three different times - 

twice with college sroups and once with a nunber of e= 

leventn and twelfth grade boys. Three sets of subjects, 

equated with each other as closely as possible, were 

tested at esch porformance. Each set was trained with a 

different method. 

Hethod I was the comuon procedure in which the 

"seneralization" is stated before, after, or along with 

an explenetory illustration, and then applied to several 

examples. The principle used in the test and explained 

for Group I before they were given ‘the opportunity to 

practice with it was: "The sum of the first n odd nun- 

bers is n-square." 

Methods II and III were the same at first. Each 

subject was given the problems of finding the sums of 

the first two odd numbers, the first three, and 50 One 

The difference occurred at this point. As soon as a ner- 

  

26.7 Gerbride tiendrix, "A New Clue to Transfer of 

training," Elements School Journal, XLVIII, 4, (De- 

cenber, i047), Speiey- .
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ber of Group II gave evidence that he was aware of the 

relation between the sums and the nunber of odd numbers 

which he had added, and began to get the following an- 

svers rapidly by means of the short cut, without adding 

the numbers, he was permitted to leave the room. The 

first sign which showed that he had run onto the rule 

or "generalization" was usually a start, a smile, or 

a slight display of tensoness. 

As soon as a nemver of Group III exhibited this type 

of behavior, he was asked to state the rule which he had 

discovered. For even the more intelligent of these students 

verbalizing the "generalization" was a rather slow pro- 

cess and took nearly twice as much time as it had taken 

to discover the rule on the unverbalized level. Incor- 

rect statements wore offered, but were corrected by the 

subjects themselves until the rule had been stated in 

the right forn, 

At a later time a test was given to the three 

groups that included several problema which could be 

solved rapidly if the person recognized the opportunity 

to use the "generalization" but which could also be 

solved if one would go to the trouble of adding « set of 

numbers. . : 

The results revealed that Group II, employing the 

unverbalized awareness procedure, showed the greatest 

amount of transfer, while those taught by liethod I had
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the least. In an exact comparison of scores 75% of the 

members of Groups II and III were above the median of 

the subjects in Group I in the measurement of transfer 

effects. Of those taught by Method II 77% had scores above 

the median of those taught by Hethod III. 

ilendrix has developed the following nypotheses from 

the experimental resultss 

1. For goneration of transfer power, the unverbal- 
ized awareness method of learming a gencralization 
is better than a method in which an authoritative 
statoment of the generalization eomes first. 
2. Verbalizing a generalization immediately after 
discovory dces nct increase transfer powor. fs 
Oo. Verbalizing a generalizatién inmodiately after 
discovery may actually decrease transfer power. 

On the basis of the experiment and these hynotheses 

Hendrix makes these observations: 

Many of us have suspected for a long tine that 
lenrning by conscious generalization yields more 
dynamic transfer power than Method I. Nowever, the 
fact that it is the intermediate flash of unverbalized 
awareness that actually accounts for the transfer 
power is a new and startling proposition in learn- 
ing theory. Important as symbolic formulation must 

be for verification and organization of knowledge, 
it is not the key tc transfer. That key is ausub-ver- 
bal, internal process = something which must happen 
to the organism before it has any new Imowledge to 

vorbalize. Furthermore, this kind of learning can 

be promoted in any field by a teacher who is sug- 

ficiently aware of the process to plan for it. 

There seem to be two separate, sub-verbal processes 

involved in this learning. The first, which must always 

  

27. ihid.; pelf8. 
26, Ibid., n.200.
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come first in point of time, is the realization of the 

"genoralization"; the learner sees some different method 

of solution. Tho socond is the use of that method on 

another problem; the learmer transfers his knowledze 

or insight. Hendrix fesls that these may de the intor- 

nal evidences of the external processes called induc- 

tion and deduction. - 

Learning via these internally-viewed processes 

poses a question concerning the consistency of the com- 

nonly accepted assumptions taken from Dewey's Experience 

and Education: 1) All learning is experience; 2) All ex- 

perience is interaction between intermal and environmen- 

tal factors. The first generalization flash which hit 

the learner vee not a result of direct exnerience, if 

experience is still undsrstood by the second statement a- 

bove, for this learning was an interaction between in- 

ternal and internal factors. The learner had seen no 

environmental factor in terms of squaring elght, for ox- 

ample, to get the sum of the first eight odd numbers. Ex- 

perience mist not thereby be considered unnecessary for 2 

learming, but learning might perhaps be interpreted as 

occurring sometimes withcut the direct action of an en~ 

vironmental factor. The total process of transfer, of 

course, cannot occur withovt the environzental factor, 

but the initial phase of the process may, perhaps, take 

place outside of actual experience. 
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It would be possible for teachers to teach direct~ 

ly for the cevelopment in students of an wmverbalized 

awareness of some "generalization." But this may have 

its dengerous points, also. 

Perhaps, however, the most startling implication 
of all comes forth when one speculates on the possi- 
bility of using this unverbalized-awsreness method 
to teach false generalizations. Imagine the stxute 
of & person who Ilmows something false or pernicious 
on this level; consider especially the case cf a per- 
son who imows suoconsciously two or more generali- 
zations -which will compel contradictory behavior in 
cortain circumstances. Such knowledge is tremendously 
dynamic. It turns on automatically in situations to 
wonich it applies, and it tends to be manifested in 
behavior. How can a person be relieved of such an af= 
fliction? Psychotherapy, or scms procedure by which 
the person can be led to verbalize the pernicious 
generalization, does, indeed, seem to be the only 
ensver. A person wno knows two inconsistent sub-ver- 
bal generalizations, both of which impei him to 
act in the same situation, becomes a tortursd crea- 
turc, paralyzed by the incompetibility of the two ten- 
Gencies to act, and wable to identify or wder- 
stand either of them. Symbolic formulaticn of the 
generalizations that aro already there is the only 

Imown procedure py which he can detach himself from 
such knowledge. 

If false "generalizations" learned on the unver- 

balized level have such power, then also the more favor- | 

able ones can be learned similarly and exert great 

power for self-direction. It may be best that these be 

not verbaligzed immediately, either, in order to pre~ 

serve their dynamic quality. 

This raises the problem of the manner In which 

one's unverbalized knowledge may be formulated symboli- 

  

29. Ibid, pp. 202-05. 
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cally with a minimum loss of its dynamic power. Hen-~ 

@rix suggests that the time interval between the learn 

ing and the verbulizaticn may be tne important thing, 

or that perhaps composing a verbalized description of the 

experiences preceding the discovery may prove to ba.the 

best method. 

In connection with school and classroom life tha 

responsibility would thcn rost upon the teacners to 

plan the proper type cr experiences and to have them 

happen in the correct sequence so that students night 

be able to draw the wiverbalized "generalizaticn" upon 

perception of the conscquences cffered by the experi- 

ences. 

Further experinentation with the process of generali- 

zation is required before any fairly positive statement 

can be made about the value of the unverbalized-aware- 

ness procedure. Such continued investigations, however, 

alongs with research into the implications of the dif- 

ferent methods, should go a long way toward forming a 

more accurate explanation of the transfer of trainings
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the Theory in Lutheran Religious 

Education 

One may see from the foregoing portion of this 

chapter that educators approach a discussion of the the- 

ory of generalization from several points of view. Each 

approach cannot be considered entirely separate from 

anothers; instead each should be viewed in its relation 

te a broadly-conceived theory of genoralization which 

includes a number cf different phases. F 

Lutheran writers of educaticn do not appear to 

attach themselves to any one phase of the thecry of 

generalization. Since their views occasionally spread o- 

ver several of the phases, the present writer thought 

it best to treat them as they have been presented by 

the individual men. None of the views presented here 

must be taken as representative of any one man's whole 

explanation of the process of transfer. Whatever is re- 

ccrded here concerns merely those ideas which ere repre- 

sentative of the principles implied by the theory under 

consideration. 

Generalization in Iutheran teaching. In teaching 

the Catechism and Bible history Reu would use modified 

forms of Horbart's five formel steps.°° Reu's procedure 

  

30. Reu, Catechetics, ppe485.487.550-54.
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seems to be chiefly inductive and synthetic in style. 

The "generalization" or main truth is devolored from 

the story or lesson material and then presented in a x 

simple, clear, and short form. Vorbalization of the truth 

is stressed by Reu, as his advice also to Sunday School 

teachers indicates. 

Under the teacher's guidance the class must so think 
through the story that they gain a clear conception 
of the truth Lt contains, that they are abdle to put 
this truth in words, and sum it up and formulate it 
in a clear definition. Only when we have helped our 
pupils to acccmplisn that, only then have we really 
fQelped then master a truth ane make it tnusir own. 
Cnily then have we taught a truth when we have not 
nerely told about it, cor pointed it out in the hazy 
distance, but when we have put 1t before our children 
in clear detaji, in sharp outline and in the rignt 
perspective. 

Weting relationships between the various truths and i- 

tems of lmowledge is implied in that part or step of 

the instruction named comoarison or ponetration. Ap= 

Plication is the fifth step in Jervart's system anc 

it occupies the same position in Reu's forms. The in- 

structor rust not only sce that the students' knowledge i 

is gonerslized, but he must alse apply it to definite 

areas cf their lives. 

Paul Kretzmann notes four steps in the thinking 

Ew
ct
s 

x an
: 

process: comparison, identification, generalization, and 

naning Generalization itself is a conscious process and 

  

31. Reu, Yow To Teach in. the Sunday School, p.97. 
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involves the srouping of concents or the ‘parts of con- 

cepts under one common name. The principle or truth is 

to be verbalized either bofors or aftor the presenta- 

tion of the material. Kretzmann treats both the analytic 

and the synthetic methods of explaining Luther's Small 

Catechism without comiitting himself to either one. The 

analytic method would be compared to Method I in Uen- 

Qrix's experiment and the synthetic to Method rir." 

Generalization is recomnized as a process by 

Schnieding also. He describes it in the following way: 

Another type of roasoning results from tho appli- 
cation of a imcw fact to a more complex serles of 
facts. Suppose the child has learned that it is 
wrong to take money from a fellow pupil. If through 
guidance he now learns that 1t is wrong to take 

money from Father, other, or anyone else, also 
thet it is wilawful to take things such as pen- 

ceils, marbles, ccmpositions from another, he is 

engaged in a mental activity Imom as generalize=< 
tion.’? 

Although he seems to have made no direct connecticn be- 

tween generalization and concepts, Schmieding still en- 

phasizes the development of concepts ahd he places that 

among the higher forms of learning. 

  

32. Cf. Kretzmann, Psychology and the Christian 

Day-School, ppe45.116; the Teaching of Religion, ppevle 

33. Schmieding, Understanding the Child, p90. 
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Concepts are the organized meaning centers, which 
make thinking and reasoning possible. Concepts are more than a mere combining of single experiences, 
they involve regrouping, elimination, comparison, 
classification, organization. They undergo frequent revisions .o4 

Other references in Lutheran educational literature 

to the building of concepts are sorewhat rare. One brief 

notice of it was made by Koehler in 1946.°" The use of 

the process of generuligation and of "generalizations" 

is more pronowced in the literature,°° Haentszchel 

Suggests that the teachor permit the pupil to de much 

of the generalizing himself, iis two statements quoted 

here could even possibly hint at the unverbalized-awsre- 

ness procedure. 

e « « 8 Wise teucher will not make all the conned- 
tions/between cause and effect/ himself and merely 
point them cut to the children, but he will sive 
them every possible opportunity to do that then- 
selves under his guidance. He will let them dis- 
cover relationships through their ow efforts 37 
and have then try to reason cut causes and effects. 

fhis quetaticn from Haentszchel indicates the proba- 

bility of a misinterpretaticn and misuse of the theory of 

generalization in Lutneran circles. Some teachers, it 
eres arene ETERS UES - 

54. Ibid., p80. 
35. Eyekoeniers "the Law and Gospel," Inutheren School 

A Journal, LXXXI, 8, (April, 1946), p.3547. 
"86. Cf. F.Weber and tn. Schnidt, "Suggestions for, 

Teaching a Bible-Lesson," Lutheran 1001 Journal, © ? 
3, (Qovenbers 1940), pp.103-085 se6 also section in 
Gleanings from the Field, "Procedure in Religion Lessons 
in the Frimary Grades,” Lutheren School Journal, LXVITI, 
7, (larch, i952 508-11. 

i CEPT ese Learning To Know the Child, p.41. 
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seems, may have felt that they were using the methods 

of generalization and so were providing for transfer when 

they were doing the generalizing in front of the rest of 

the class without any direct participation dy the students. 

This practice appears to be similar to that used by 

Hendrix with her first group when the principle was 

stated and explained before it was applied to tne sx- 

amples. fhe teacher is expected to break the trail while 

the students nood only foklow along behind. But the 

members of Hendrix's class group who were taught by 

Hethed I were still allowed to practice breaking the 

same trail after they had been show how. 

Perhaps the teaching of religion among some Lutherans 

has required only the "following along behind" during 

"and after the development of a truth and has expected 

the student to accept the truth without requiring that 

he develop that truth by himself by the same process 

of generalization at the sane time or later. According 

to the theory of generalization, if transfer is to re- 

sult, the student must do the actual generalizing hin- 

self. 

Or perhaps the lack of transfer, if thore has 

‘been a lack, has been due to the fact that the general- 

ization on the part of the student has too often been 

assumed to have taken place, when in reality no real 

thinking did take place. 
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We learn by experience. “Learning by doing" and : 

"leaming by experience" are favorite expressions of 

"progressive educators." Some adherients of this type of 

education have in past yeers, it soons, abused the privi- 

lege of a certain freedom which it grants’ They have 

made activity the central and sometimes only theme of 

their instruction, thinking that the mere doing or 

experiencing will result in learning which will be 

transferred. When an activity is performed, it is 

learned to a certain extent, but whether or not it has 

been learned so that it will transfer is another ques-~ 

tion. 

Exponents of the theory of generalization would re- 

qvuirc that the individual generalize his experience, 

that is, place it into some pattern or link it up with 

some principle, before he can be expected te transfer 

what he has learned from it. Under the same theory but 

with different terminology, Bode and Orata would have 

the person first derive some meaning from the experience 

and associate it with other meanings in a concept. 

Learning of the experience variety sees then to be 

only 2 beginning step in the transfer process. 

In this connection we might be inclined to ask 

“whether all learning is experience .98 Kust everything 

  

58. Cf. supra, p.1l4. 
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Which is to be learned actually be experienced, or in 

other words » Produce interaction between internal and 

external factors? If all learning is sxpericence, thon 

experience would be undeniably linked with the transfer 

process. Something which is not experienced could not 

be transferred. 

In Lutheran religious educaticn, experience 3 Or 

pupil activity, has been encouraged, not only for the 

purpose of creating interest and attention, but also 

for supplying alds to learning. Nuernberg writes that 

"the fact remains that our teaching of religion can be 

mace more interesting, impressive, meaningful, and last- X 

  

ing when suitable activities are used."/“Italics mine./ 59 

Kuehnert also urges the provision of opportunitics for 

Gxperience for pupils, 

Expression and chile activity ts ee, not out of 
place in religious instruction. The eacher has 
anple opportunity to provide for it, and the in- 
struction or guidance of the child will be much 
more effective if this principle is applied. As 
children learn to write by actually writing and to 
draw by drawing, instead of merely being told te 
form and shape letters and merely being informed a= 
bout rules of perspective and principles undorlying 
color combinations, so a child may and should be 
pormitted and directed to plan and organize and Ne 
construct in connection with his wopk in Bible His- 
tory and Catechism and memorizing. 

lites lee enin ee 

S9.W. Huernberg, "“Activitiss in Religious Edu- 
cation," Tutheren School Journal, LXXIX, 6, (February, 
1844), p.255. sr eae ess 

40. Kuohnert, Directing the Learner, p.59.
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On the other hand, Kushnert warns against the 

“claim that religious education and training can take 

place only through actual personal experience."*+ 

4.C.iiueller would also reject that same trend in edu- 

cation. However, he recognizes that "doing" or ex- 

pericnce involves mental and emotional activity as well 

as the actual physical performance, but he senses that 

the ompnasis has been placed upon the physical side, or 

upon the training rather than upon the instruction. 

His articles are directed against this over~-enphasis 

upen training. The following quotations fron two articles 

should present several of the main points in his argu- 

ment against the assertion that all learning 1s physi- 

cal experience. 

It is sheer folly to ask an immature.child to learn 
the most important things in life through experience, 
when even mature adults come into possession of 
the most fundenental truths by means other than ex- 
perience. The wisdom of the ages is onshrined in 
theolcgy, philosophy, and great literature, and the 
most fundamental facts about life, government, God, 
man, and the world are still learned by children 
on the authority of older and more experienced per- 
5900S. 

We are capable of acquiring knowledge, functional 

knovwledze, otherwise than through experience, be- 

cause the Creator has endowed us with mentality, or 

reason. 

Acain, Progressives refute themselves when they In- 

sist that we learn only through experience. Is their 

RE RENES Se ETT TEER ER TOES 

41. Ibid., pels
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experimcntalism the product of experience? No, 
it is the product of roflectiys thinking, or 
reasoning, or of speculation.~” 

4. person may be learning when he follows the logi- 
cal presentation of his teacher and pigeonholeés 
certain facts, or when through discussion he gains 
fresh insights into doctrinal problema or practical 
problers of the Christian's daily life. Ne is learn- 
ing, for exanvle, when the tencher excites his e- 
motions and causes him to be inwardly stirred up 
and incensed over Jezebel's injustice in having 
Naboth condemned by false witnesses and stoned to 
death “9 

Before making any evaluative stetenents for or against 

learning by experience, the present writer should be- 

come better acquainted with the definition of experience 

proposed by Devey, who, it appears, is bearing at least 

part of the attack. But we may still attempt several 

conditional statements. : 

First, if a meaning can be derived from an ex- 

perience and a concept from a group of such meanings, 

experience, at least to any follower of Bede and Orata, 

is important in the process of learning and in the trans- 

  

42, A.C.Mueller, "Do 'We Learn By Experience'?" 
Tutheran Education, LXXXIII, 5, (January, 1948), pp.275. 
B72 .e1O. Mae aes ; 

Tre reference to the speculative or reflective think- 

ing cf the Progressives brings to mind again the second 

method used in the experiment performed by Hendrix. Whether 

Prosressivisua was born out of speculation or pure refiec- 

tion, rather than out of Dewey's own experience, may per= 

haps be debated. Further experimentation, however, which 

4s dirocted toward the area pointed out by Hendrix, 

showld help to clarify tho role which experience plays 

in learning and in tne transfer process. 

430 Av Mueller, "Relating Religious Instruction to 

Life," Lutheran School Jounal, LXXXII, 6, (February, 1947), 

pec46. 
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ference cf lenrming. Enehnert indicates this importance 

in his course written for Synday School teacnerse 

The young child comes to school with an appreciable 
stock of skills and concepts and attitudes, larfol 
gained by experionce, With the school or Sundsy-school 
Q new azency berins to assist in tne work of suiding 
the child's learming which was begun in the hone. 
While the surroundings are different and the suiding 
becomes more systematic, the learning process does 
not change. Hxperience remains an important factor 
in the child's learning. tTaerefore the teacher must 
be conscious of the part experience plays if his 
guiding and dirscting Is to be SuncesaPule/Ttaltoe 
mine ./=* 

  

Second, if the mental process is considered the 

essence of transfer and if experience is interpreted 

as sonething oubside the area of mental activity, ex- 

pericnes can be necessary te transfer only 1) in so far 

as it may help to set the wental machinery into opera- 

tion: 2) in so far as it provides the ideas with which Ons 2 

cr
 he rind is to works; and finally 3) in so far as it 

provides a situation to which that which has been 

learned can be transferred. The above quotation fron 

Muehnert and also the following one support the neces- 

Pa sity of the first and second areas set forth in this state- 

nent. 

In the teaching of relizion as well as in the teach= 

ing of other aud jects children will understand bot- 

ter and develop new ideas more readily if the teacher 

  

44. Kuehnert, Directing the Learner, p.2d.
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uses the child's past experiences and teaches nev 
concepts on the basis of the old, that iB» these 
which the child has previously learned. 

These statements set forth the validity ef the third areas 

Since religious training has value only in so far as 
it is actually applied to the individual's life, it 
is vitelly important that the gypil's iearning be 
associated with self-activity. 

But the principle of learning by doing in its ap- 
Jication to religious training involves ancther 
highly important aspect which the Christian teache- 
er daurs not overlook, tio mst at all times strive 
to train our pupils so that their conduct will ree 
flect the faith that is in them. Knowledge obtained 
and principles learned must be transZated into prac- 
tise. Christian virtues, the result of faith, are 
to be woven into the very fabric of life and are 
not to be mere gynanents which are only occasicén- 
ally displayed. 

Third, if experience is defined as an activity in- 

volving any mental or emotional, as well as physical, 

behavicr, it must be considered of central importance 

in the transfer process whenever it fulfills those 

essential conditions required by an explanation of 

transfer. 

The importance of experience in learning and trans- 

fer cannot be denied. Since, however, this whole matter 

appears to be a phase of the heredity-environment question, 

the exact extent of the influence of experience will like- 

ly remain undetermined. 

Ree 

  

45, ibid., peIV. 
46. ibid.’ 
476 Lvide 3 p40.
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Summary and Concluding Hemaris 

There is an abundant amount of evidence available 

ror the support of tho theory of generalization. Charles 

Judd is a chief exponent of the theory. 

As it is employed in this explanation of transfer, 

generalization is a mental precess in which the indie 

viduel groups a number cf related experlences inte sone 

sort of nattern. Such a pattera, or the principle which 

has resulted from rolating a group of items cf kmowledge, 

will help the individual, when he is in one situation, 

to recognize an element which is similar to one he has 

scen ond learned befors. 

in formal cducation this theory inplics the need 

for training in the process of generalization, in the 

recognition of relationships In 211 subjects, and in 

the application of lmowledge. 

Generalization may also be defined in terms of 

concepts and meanings. Sode and Orata describe it as 

the detaching of meanings from their original experi- 

ences and grouping them together under a general con= 

cert. Hence transfer becomes a process in which the 

individual applies moanings to new situations in such 

a way that he can deal with them Ir a satisfactory man- 

ner. The purpose oi formal education is then the pro- 

vision of an environment and such experiences which will 
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be helpful in the derivation of meanings and in the 

formation of concerts. ; 

Gertrude Tiendrix rocently completed an exneriment 

in which she compared the effectiveness, in respect to 

transfor, of three methods of gencoralization. Her ro- 

sults show that those subjects who learned a "generali- 

zation" by the unverbalized-awareneas procedure had 

greater transfer power than those who were trained by 

other methods. If this new development is substantiated. 

by further evidence y it should reveal a need for sone 

rather startling changes in instructicn. | 

The theory of generalization with its implications 

seems to be recognized by most of the prominent Lutheran 

educators. The failure cf the theory to produce any 

transfer effects when it is put into practico may be 

due to the fact that the students have really done no 

generalizing at all, even though the instructor has pre=- 

sented the material according to an approved method. 

Learning by experience is encouraged in Lutheran 

educational literature. However, lutheran writers in- 

veigh against the tendency to emphasize the outward Y 

training to a practical exclusion of mental and emotion- 

al training. 

Perhaps the chief issue against the theory of 

generaligation is its apparent omission of affective 

factors. The explanation serves well for intellectual 
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rs 
uv learning and its transference, but there apsears to 

be no allowsnce for affective, or enotional, loarning. 

Since affective factors seem to play such an important 

part in all forms cf education, they should receive an 

n any explanation of the transfer i * important position 

of learnings. Yo evidence has been orgunized In discus= 

sions of the trandferieroulen to show that other ‘than 

purcly intellectual factors should be considered. There 

have been several theories of recent origin, however, 

net included in the investigation of this paper, which 

; : 48 
ao emphasize the arfective aspect. 

  

48. Cf. Harold Tuttle, A Social Basis of Education, 
ppel6S-55. Tuttle, "Tiat Vague Nord, Conditioning, 
ine Journal of Uducational Psychology, (Septenber,1941), 
reprint copy, Dpe4lol-o7,. ndwara miorndike, Tne Psycholo- 
By of Vents, Interests and Attitudes, Gordon AlTport, 
rersonality, pp.cud—Ude
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

The transfer of training refers to the applica- 

tion of a learned skill, item of information, judgment, 

or emotional response in any situation which the indi- 

vidual meets. Many theories have been proposed for an 

explanation of the nature of the transfer process. This 

paper surveys the representative theories: the tradi-. 

tional doctrine of formal discipline; Edward Thorndike's 

heory of identical elements; and Charles Judd's theory 

of generalization. 

Formal disciplinarians received their initial and 

basic support from the faculty psychologists of the pre- 

twentieth century period who claimed that the powers or 

faculties of the mind were innate and localized in spe- 

cific areas of the brain. The disciplinarians argue 

that these powers may best be developed by exercise in 

selected forms of material. The subjects in the classi- 

cal cvrriculum have been established as best suited for 

such mental discipline. According to the theory, the 

individual who is thoroughly trained by the methods of 

formal discipline should be able to perform the process 
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of tronsfor automatically in every situation that would 

require the use of one of the trained mental faculties. 

Experimental evidence which began to appear es-~ 

pecially at the start of the twentieth century soon — 

snowed that the position of the formal discipline the- 

ory was weak. It was found that mere exercise did not 

always produce transfer and that the faculties did not 

own a rigid location in the cerebral cortex. 

Proponents of the first opposing transfer theory 

inferred from their experiments that mental functions 

are specific rather than goneral, because only the very 

specific training which their subjects received would 

reveal any carry-over effect. Upon the basis of these 

results the theory of identical elements was formula- 

ted. It states that transfer occurs only when two situ- 

ations contain identical elements; the elements are to 

require a specific mental function for their learning 

and for their re-use in the transfer situation. 

Thorndike's connectfonist or bond psychology ex- 

pleins the psychological basis for the theory. All acts 

and functions in the behavior of the individual are i- 

dentified by the definite bonds or pathways formed for 

them in the nervous system. 5 

Enough evidence has been produced by physiological 

_and other experiments to cause one to discount many of 

the claims of the connectionist. Other psychologists 
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point out that mental functions need not be only spe- 

cific. The reason for the slight amounts of transfer 

which resulted from the training given by Thorndike 

and his followers in their experiments is seen to in- 

volve the methods of training and procedure employed 

and not the specificity of the functions. These methods - 

routine drill and habit formation - are those which are 

used by the theory of identical elements when it is ap- 

plied to classroom teaching. In practice the theory re- 

sults in little transfer when more could be gained, and 

it also develops products with a mechanically-minded 

character. 

The experimental results which are directed a~ 

gainst the theory of identical elements are taken to- 

gether with others to define the transfer process in 

an explanation of generalization. Generalization is the 

mental process of relating experiences in a manner which 

enables an individual to recognize situation-elements as 

belonging to a previously formed pattern. According to 

Bode and Orata generalization involves the detaching of 

meanings from experiences, combining the meanings, end 

forming general concepts. For education the theory of 

generalization in all of its forms points out the ne- 

cessity of training pupils in the thought-processes 

which will help them see relationships, formulate con- 

cepts, and make applications in the appropriate situations. 
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A review of the current Lutheran literature deal- 

  

ing with principles, methods » and objectives of religious 

education reveals no serious attachment to the thcories 

of formal discipline and identical elements. Some tesach~- 

ers and writers in the_past did adhere to laws of learn- 

ing which were related to exercise and repetition (in 

their original meanings) and to an over-emphasis of 

facts and decds. This acherence apparently did result in 

various degrees of verbalism, legalism, and moraliza- x 

tion. Although evidences of these results may still be 

existent in actual current practice, at least the writers 

in the recent issues of the periodicals and the authors 

of the later brochures and books seem to be free of 

most of these tendencies which conflict with the more YG 

acceptable parts of the theories of the transfer of 

treining. 

Another recognized result cf Lutheran religious 

teaching is still not explained by the theories thus 

far surveyed in this paper. This is intellectualisn. 

It refers to the possession of a full comprehension of 

a body of subject matter and to the luck of the dynamics 

which will promote the transfer to behavior. 

Several theories have been proposed in seculer edu- 

cation which seem to be on the right track toward the 

provision and explanation of the dynamics of learning 

and its transference. These presentations refer os-
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pecially to the developuont and learning of affective 

factors such as interests, uversions, omotional re~ 

sponses, portions of atbitudes and ideala, and tie 

like. These factors, it seens, hold part of the answer 

to the problem of the cause of transfer. 

References to affective processes are not strange 

to readers of Lutheran literature. Some of the writers, 

however, appear to be confused about the role which the 

affective processes play in learning. Others say that 

behavior is a result, first of the acquisition cf knct- 

ledze, and sccond of an appeal to the emotions, with 

the two coming in that order. Still others go only sc 

far as to say that the emotions de produce the dynanic 

power for behavior. In many cases, when arbitrary state- 

ments are made, udequate supporting evidence is not sup- 

plied. 

The real dynamics cf learning and behavior, and 

tue relution between intollectual and affective process~ 

cs at least in their beaavioral aspects are two of the 

problems which require further study and investigation 

before a fuller compreliension of the process of transfer 

can be achieved. Other broad matters similarly involvec 

fn this connection include the problems of deternining 

the best methods of generalizations defining the place 

of semantics in the learning process; determining the 

relation between learning and experience; ascertaining 
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the educational implications of new suggestions for 

explanations of the transfer process; and, if possible, 

securing Biblical evidence affecting the sugsested 

thecries or items of the theories. 

In generel, the transfer of training remains a 

problem which is worthy of deliberate study by all 

who are engaged in any form of teaching as well as by 

all theorists.
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